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Preface
Remote sensing from space involves observing the earth, its "land masses,
oceans, and atmosphere with instruments carried in earth-orbiting satellites. This
activity started in the National Aeronautics and Space Administration about 25
years ago with the first weather satellites. In 21/_, decades it has progressed until
it now provides, for example, data to large oil companies to aid them in locating
deposits and to tuna fishermen to improve their catch as well as the material for
cloud-cover pictures of the United States that are seen nightly by millions of
American television viewers. These are only a few of the many uses of today's
remote sensing from space.
One would think that su,.h a useful activity would be thriving, but it is not.
One portion, the weather satellites, continues to do its job with some difficulty
under government sponsorship. Ocean satellites, absent from the scene for half
a decade, may reappear in a few years. However, the 13-year-old program of
land remote sensing is in serious ',-ouble. Why has this happened? Why is one
of the most useful activities of the space orogram struggling to survive.'? The
answers are neither clear nor simple. But there is a need to find answers to these
questions, and this report attempts to do so.
In the summer of 1983 the National Research Council's Space Applications
Board establ:shed a Committee on Practical Applications of Remote Sensing
From Space and requested it to study the problem. A copy of the Board's charge
to that committee is given in ._,ppendix A. In brief, the committee was asked to
describe the present situation in earth remote sensing,* to determine why certain
problems exist, and to find out what can be clone to solve the_e problems. The
committee visited National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
a_d NASA cemers where work on remote sensing is proceeding, heard briefings
b_ government and industrial representatives, and had numerous discussions
with experts in the: field. In 1984 the committee met at Snowmass, Colorado, to
compile its findings and draft a preliminary statement of its conclusions and
recommendations.
Several drafts of the committee's conclusions along with supporting material
were submitted to the Space Applications Board for review. The committee's
draft addressed the objectives and benefits of remote sensing, but its description
of the existing situation and its strategy for the future d_alt primarily with
* Inthisreporltheterm"earth remotesensing"refersto thecivilprogramunlessotherwisestated.
vii
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improving the technical capabilities of the system. The Board, in successive
reviews of committee drafts, emphasized that the principal "'problems revolve
around policy and institutional issues--the d;fficulties are not techoical'" (see
Finding 111, page 3).
For this reason, the Board fom_d the committee's final draft unsuitable for
providing advice to the sponsoring agencies, NASA and NOAA, about how to
strengthen the earth remote sensing program. Therefore, tide Board decided to
prepare its own report using, wherever appropriate, material submitted by the
,ommittee. The final result is a report of the Space Applications Board with
findings that deal primarily with policy and institutional problems and with
recommendations that respond to the issues raised in the findings.
This report attempts to give the reader some insight into what is wrong with
remote sensing in the United States and what can be done to reverse the decline
in this activity and set it on a course that will make it more productive. The
report sets forth 19 findings and 21 recommendations. Finding IX calls for a
federal plan to reconcile institutional and programmatic diversity with efficient
use of hardware. Some elemem_ of the nlan and the associated institutional
functions are suggested in the recornmendatior.s following findings IX and X.
The Board believes the existing problems in the civil operational earth remote
sensing program are in part due to NOAA's location in the Department of
Commerce. The_e problem_ would be ameliorated by an appropriate change in
NOAA's affiliation (see Finding VI). With regard to land remote sensing, the
Board recommends that the government should accept the best industrial proposal
that it can obtain for operation of the civil land remote sensing system (see
Finding XIV). The remaining findings and recommendations deal with other
significant aspects of earth remote sensing that need attention or require action.
Remot,: sensing from space is at a crossroad; one road leads to further deterio-
ration, the other to maintenance of U.S. leadership.
During the course of this study, we received generous assistance from
organizations and representatives of government a4d industry. 1 take this
opportunity to express my gratitude to everyone who helped us and to those who
may inadvertently have been omitted from the acknowledgments. I want to
express my appreciation :o the members of the Committee on Practical Appli-
cations of Remote '_ensing From Space for their long and arduous study of the
difficult problems involved in remote sensing. Thanks are due also to the members
of the Space Applications Board who contributed to the writing of this report.
Finally, I wish to :.hank the Board's staff for its work in preparing this report for
publication.
George A. Harter
( ,1airman
Space Applications Board
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Introduction and Overview
Tile civil space program of the United States is a study in contrasts. The sbuttl_
program is now operational: funding for the space station has been included in
the President's FY 1986 budget. In the field of science, the NASA program in
physics and astronomy (for example) is strong and has received increases in
funding. Several NASA research programs involving earth observations, the
Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite (UARS), the Earth Radiation Budget
Experiment (ERBE), and the development of an instrument to measure wind
speed at the ocean surface are moving ahead vigorously.
There is, however, one major sector of the space program that is in disarray:
the operational remote sensing of the earth. The successful weather satellite
system in NOAA has been severely affected by programmatic reductions, by
stretch-outs in satellite procurement, and by reduced cooperation between NOAA
and NASA. The land remote sensing effort is endangered as the attempt to turn
the program over to the private sector threatens to founder because of limitations
placed on federal support. No civil operational program in ocean remote sensing
is in place or planned, although the Navy (with the cooperation of NASA and to
a lesser degree NOAA) plans to mount a significant effort, the Navy Remote
Ocean Sensing Satellite (NROSS).
Information from operational earth remote sensing systems is needed for a
host of practical purposes, such as weather forecasting, ocean transportation and
utilization, land management, and mineral exploration. This information also is
required to improve understanding of various earth sciences_meteorology,
oceanography, geology, and geophysics. Not only practical applications of
substantial economic importance but also the advance of earth-oriented science
are inhibited by the inadequacies of this sector of the space program.
Why should such a practical program be floundering? Why is it that earth-
oriented activities are being outdistanced by other, less applicable sectors of the
space program? It is true that the surge into space is largely an investment in the
future, but one might assume that we as a nation would make every effort to
reap the benefits of our investment as soon as it became possible to do so. This
is not being done. Indeed, the situation is even less logical than has already been
1
¢
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2 REMOTESENSINGOF THE EARTHFROMSPACE
stated: In at least one critical area of earth remote sensing, the United States is
marking time as other countries move toward world leadership and prepare to
reap the benefits of our investment_using technology developed in this country!
In evaluating the civil earth remote sensing program, the members of the Space
Applications Board have sought to understand the reasons for the present state
of affairs. We do not condone or accept as appropriate the disarray in operational
earth remote sensing. Changes need to be made; priorities must be reevaluated.
But effective action can be taken only if we understand the policy and institutional
barriers that have prevented a more rational development of U.S. earth remote
sensing programs. The present report seeks to contribute to this understanding.
The report also points out the direction in which earth remote sensing must move
if substantial progress is to be achieved in a reasonable period of time, and it
outlines the essential characteristics of a high-value, cost-effective earth remote
sensir_g system that could be in place by the mid-1990s.
The important findings and recommendations accepted by the Board are listed
below. Each is discussed in later parts of this report. Eleven of the findings (and
twelve recommendations) apply generally to the earth remote sensing* program.
The first seven of these lead logically to Findings IX and X (and their associated
recommendations), which outline the broad characteristics of a successful earth
remote sensing system that could be in place in a decade and the recommended
role to be played by participating institutions (public and commercial).
FINDING I. The earth remote sensing program has demonstrated that the timely
acquisition of data from satellites can result in significant social, economic, and
scientific benefits. The potential for the future is even greater.
FINDING IL The United States has achieved world leadership in earth remote
sensing within the c'.vil sector. It is in the country's interest to maintain and
enhance this position, but in view of the costs involved, it must be done with
minimum expenditure of public funds.
R_ommendation: Earth remote sensing should be an established and significant
part of the nation's civil space enterprise.
R_ommendation: Special attention should be devoted to improving the cost-
effectiveness of the federal effort in civil remote sensing (for example, by flying
both operational and research instruments on the same satellite platforms).
FINDING Ill. The civil earth remote sensing program is in difficulty. In several
parts of the program the United States is in danger "_flosing its world leadership.
Problems revolve around policy and institutional issues. The difficulties are not
technical.
FINDING IV. The Land Remote Sensing Commercialization Act of 1984 has i
moved the United States in the direction of two separate operational systems for
•In thisreportthe term"earth remotesensing" is used to descr/bethe totalU.S. programof remote
sensingfromspace, includingobservationsof the land,the oceans, and the atmosphere.
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INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW 3
ihe remote sensing of the earth: one for the land, to be transferred to the private
sector; the second for the atmosphere, to be operated by the federal government.
While the legislation is silent with regard to a policy for ocean remote sensing,
the physical problems and measurement requirements facing oceanography are
much more closely related to the meteorological than to the terrestrial sciences.
Recommendation:Operational atmospheric and oceanic remote sensing for civil
purposes should be accomplished in the future by a single federally funded and
managed satellite system.
RGmommendation: Operational land remote sensing for civil purposes should be
accomplished in the future by a system owned and managed by the private sector
(if at all feasible). At least in the early years, funding will have to come, in large
part, from government.
FINDING V. Within the federal establishment, civil earth remote sensing has been
partitioned into operations (in NOAA) and research (in NASA). As a result of
agency decision-making and funding pressures, this partition has become too
rigid and divisive, to the detriment of the total program.
FINDING VL The civil operational earth remote sensing program is handicapped
by the existence of NOAA within the Department of Commerce. A change in
the affiliation of NOAA has been discuss_.._ for many years: President Carter
recommended that NOAA be transferred to a Department of Natural Resources;
President Reagan (in his first term) recommended that NOAA be made an
independent agency, as part of a reorganization of the Department of Commerce;
a Presidential Commission has recently recommended that NOAA be made part
of a new Department of Science.
Recommendation: The administration and Congress should agree on NOAA's
future organizational affiliation as soon as possible. If a decision is made to keep
NOAA within the Department of Commerce, steps should be taken to provide
NOAA (and through NOAA the operational earth remote sensing program) with
greater budgetary and management flexibility.
FINDING VII. From a purely tec,;nical point of view, the partition of the civil
earth remote sensing program into private- and public-sector components and
into operations and research is an unnecessary complication that has thus far
only added to the cost and difficulty of creating and maintaining a successful
operational program. In an earth-viewing system that uses space platforms and
other hardware with a maximum degree of cost-effectiveness, each satellite could
carry land, atmosphere, and ocean sensors, and each could carry operational and
expc imental sensors. Observational and orbital requirements, not institutional
or programmatic labels, would determine on what satellite a given sensor was
flown.
FINDING VllL The volume of data flow in civil earth remote sensing is growing
rapidly and will eventually exceed 10 t3 bits per day. Data processing, evaluation,
UNTITLED-015
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analysis, dissemination, and archiving are becoming more Oifficult and costly. A
subtantial effort is needed to plan and operate the required data-handling systems.
FINDING IX. The United States cannot afford the cost of launching a separate
space vehicle for each programmatic need--for land, atmosphere, and ocean
remote sensing as well as for operations and R&D. Some mechanism must be
found to reconcile institutional and programmatic diversity with the realities of
efficient use of hardware (space platforms and downlinks). A federal plan is
urgently needed.
Recommendation: NOAA (in cooperation with NASA) should develop a long-
range plan for the federal role in operational earth remote sensing. To the
maximum degree possible, this plan should facilitate common use of spacecraft
and data-handling systems by institutions (public and private) that mount earth
remote sensing programs. To help control costs, the number of special-purpose
satellites must be held to a minimum.
Recommendation: The system plan should center around the needs of operational
programs (which have minimum flexibility in orbital, launch, and data-handling
requirements). Whenever possible, space should be made available for research
sensors on vehicles that are used primarily for operational purposes. The
potentialities of the earth orbiting platforms (to be launched as part of the space
station program) should be fully exploited. The polar orbiting space platform is
especially important for earth remote sensing.
Recommendation: The present effort to encourage increased multinational
cooperation in the earth remote sensing program is promising and should be
continued and expanded. This will promote international goodwill and will further
help to limit national expenditures.
Recommendation: Participating institutions (national and international, public
and commercial) should share in the cost of the planned earth remote sensing
system.
FINDING X. With careful planning and resolute action, a highly valuable and
cost-effective civil earth remote sensing program can be in place by the mid-
1990s. Among participating institutions in the United States (NASA, NOAA, and
: the commercial sector), each has a vital role to play.
: R,_commendation: NASA should launch and operate the space platforms and
design and manage the downlinks to be developed as part of the space station
program. Operational earth remote sensors (NOAA and commercial) should be
given high priority on the polar orbiting platform. NASA should also develop
station tending and repair capabilities for space platforms and retrieval capabilities
for other earth-orbiting satellites (including those in geostationary orbit). NASA
should develop new sensors for operations, in consultation with NOAA and other
users, and should carry out basic space-oriented R&D on the physics and
chemistry of atmosphere, ocean, and land systems.
o
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Reoomn_ndstlon: NOAA should build and (under contract with NASA) launch
operational satellites or lease space on commercial spacecraft. It should own and
manage the atmosphere-ocean operational observing system and provide fedcral
oversight (and, as appropriate, initial federal subsidy) for the commercially
operated land remote sensing system. NOAA should carry out research on
applications of space-derived information, should be responsible for archiving all
earth remote sensing data, and should disseminate atmosphere and ocean data
to the user community.
Recomrnendiltion: The commercial sector should own and manage the opera-
tional land remote sensing system, purchasing space when appropriate on NASA
and NOAA satellites. It should build new operational sensors and should fly its
own satellites as it deems necessary (leasing space when appropriate to NOAA
or NASA). The commercial sector should also be responsible for marketing
space-derived land remote sensing data to the various user communities, including
government departments such as Agriculture and Interior.
FIND|NG XL The priority of earth remote sensing should be reevaluated by the
Executive Branch and by Congress. An effective earth remote sensing program
is possible only if adequate funding and a stable budget are assigned to the
program. This will require the attention of policy-setting individuals within
government.
The following five findings (and four recommendations) apply specifically to
the Land Remote Sensing Program.
FINDING Xll. The economic and societal benefits of an operational land remote
sensing program could be substantial. Although a commercially viable market
for the data does not exist today, there could eventually be such a market.
However, considerable training and experience are required to use-the data
effectively, and industrial managers would have to become familiar with the value
of the data. This is an educational process that could only occur slowly over a
period of many years.
FINDING XllJ. The total multiyear funding that the federal government is willing
to provide for the commercial operation of U.S. land remote sensing has been
set by the administration at $250 million. At this level of federal support, it
appears unlikely that operation by industry can ensure continuity of new data
availability or improvement in the quality of the data.
Iq_ommondlltJon: The government should accept the best industrial proposal
that it can obtain at the present time, if such a proposal provides for operation
of the system over the next decade and will produce at least two follow-on
satellites that provide data of quality equal to existing Thematic Mapper data.
FINDING XIV. Time is of the essence. There is no replacement for Landsat 5,
now in orbit; a launch date (November 1985) has been set for the French Landsat,
lmmed SPOT (Systeme Probatoire d'Observation de la Terre). Unwarranted delay
I
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6 REMOTE SENSING OF THE EARTH FROM SPACE ]
in resolving the future of the U.S. land remote sensing program will result in a
gap in the availability of new data and a loss in market position for the United
States.
Reeommndatlon: If the proposal for industrial operation is accepted, the de-
velopment of successor spacecraft should be exlxdited. If the proposal for com-
mercial operation is rejected or is withdrawn, then NOAA should begin im-
mediately to plan for continuation of operations beyond the present Landsat 5.
FINDINGXV. The growth of a viable commercial market for Landsat data is
essential to the future success of U.S. land remote sensing. In the Board's
opinion, this objective is more likely to be achieved through the transfer of
operations (including marketing) to the private sector. As previously noted, such
transfer should takeplace as soon aspossible, provided thatsatisfactory agreement
is reached between NOAA and a private operator on the terms of such a transfer.
FINDINGXVI.The full value of land remote sensing will be realized only ff there
is continued R&D to create new sensors and to learn how to use the data they
will provide. A private-sector operator cannot be relied on to fund and conduct
the necessary research. Additional R&D needs to be sponsored by the federal
government.
Recommendation: Regardless of whether the Landsat operational system is
transferred to the private sector or remains a government responsibility, NASA
should reorient its priorities to place greater emphasis on research to develop
new sensors and systems in support of land remote sensing activities.
Recommendation:Whether or not Landsat operations are transferred to the
private sector, NOAA should sponsor and fund _tresearch and development
program that includes (a) the systematic evaluation of Landsat data by potential
users, (b) the identification of new sensor requirements, (c) the development of
user models, and (d) the improvement of data formats.
The following three findings (and five recommendations) apply specifically to
the atmosphere and ocean remote sensing program.
FINDINGXVII.Four £ederal agencies are involved in atmospheric and oceanic
remote sensing: NOAA and NASA in the civil sector and the Air Force and the
Navy in the Department of Defense. Agency parochialism has introduced
unnecessary inefficiencies into the total effort.
Reeommenaetlon: NASA, in consultation with NOAA, should fund a basic
program to develop and demonstrate new research and operational sensors for
atmosphere and ocean measurement, and NASA and NOAA should cooperate
to ensure the transfer of new technology to operations. As part of a federal plan
for earth remote sensing, NOAA should provide space for NASA R&D sensors
on its operational spacecraft; NASA should provide space for NOAA operational
sensors on the Space Platformsplanned as part of the space station program.
_, //
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INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW 7
PaJzomnmndatlon: NOAA and DOD, whilemaintaining separatecivil andmilitary
operational satellite systems, should consult and cooperate more closely in the
design and management of their space- and ground-based systems. Such steps
could provide assurance that, if one system fails, the other could be used as a
temporary back-up to fulfill minimum mission requirements.
FINDINGXVlll. Federal agencies, especially NOAA, do not sufficiently interact
with the academic community in carrying out their atmospheric and oceanic
remote sensing programs.
Rm_ommmxl_on: Programs to support academic research facilities, student
training,and scientist visits and exchanges should be increased. The timely flow i
to research institutions of data from both operational and R&D satellites should
be assured.
P._omnmmlmion: Research scientists at the universities and in government
should be consulted with regardto the design of(and plans to improve)operational
satellite systems. These systems provide informationnecessary to advance basic
science.
bINDING giN. The commercial sector has made only limited direct use of
atmosphereand ocean remote sensing observations. The value of this information
to the nation could be considerably enhanced through the efforts of the private
sector.
gooomnN_lgtlon: Furtherdevelopment of a value-added industry that uses (or
enhances) and markets remotely sensed data should be encouraged. A necessary
requirement is a federal commitment to the continuity and timely dissemination
of satellite observations.
These findingsand recommendations are discussed individually in the following
parts of this report.
. \
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2The Earth Remote Sensing
Program
THE SCOPEOF THE PROGRAM
The civil earth remote sensing program has many components. Historically,
the program has been divided into three separate sectors: observations of the
atmosphere, the oceans, and the solid portions {_fthe earth. In each of these
sectors there are (or will be) both R&D and operational programs.
The earth remote sensing program is as old a_ the space program. An early
spacecraft launched by the United States (Vanguard II, 1959) zarried a simple
sensor to measure cloud cover, although the data obtained were impaired because
of unplanned tumbling of the satellite. Shortly' thereafter a much more sophisticated
atmospheric observing system began to take form with the initiation of an
intensive program of NASA and NOAA cooperation. The launch of TIROS (i 960)
marked the beginning of a long series of successful meteorological satellites.
Today, NOAA's civil weather satellite program normally incl,,_les four oper-
ational spacecraft: two in near polar orbit and two in geostationary orbit. These
satellites use visible and infrared sensors tc provide images of cloud systems.
They also carry radiometers to determine the temperature of land, ocean, and
cloud surfaces, together with the vertical distribution throughout the depth of the
atmosphere of temperature, moisture, and (indirectly and to a limited degree)
winds. The observations are used extensively in weather prediction by both the
public and private sectors. In addition to the operational program, NASA launches
research satellites as required. Most recently, the Earth Radiation Budget
Experiment (ERBE) satellite was launched in 1984 by the space shuttle; the
Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite (UARS) is due to fly in 1989.
Remote sensing of the solid earth began as a research program in NASA.
Experimental geophysical satellites explored the earth's magnetic and gravitational
fields and were used to improve geodetic measurements at the earth's surface.
In land remote sensing the first of a series of NASA satellites, Landsat I, was
launched in 1972. The program proved to be successful; commercial and research
8
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requirements for land remote sensing information soon created a demand for an
operational system that could provide data with a degree of reliability and
timeliness beyond the capabilities of an R&D effort.
In 1979 a presidential decision assigned responsibility for operational land
remote sensing to NOAA. More recently, the Land Remote Sensing Commer-
cialization Act of 1984, Public La.w98-365 (see Appendix D), mandateda federal
effort to transfer operationalremote sensing tu the private sector. The Department
of Commerce (NOAA) was to retain regulatory responsibility as well as the
option to provide an appropriate subsidy to a private-sector opera:or during a
period of transition from public to commercial operation.
Today, Landsat 5 is in orbit, managed and operated by NOAA, although no
back-up satellite is available (or funded) to launch as a replacement in the event
of failure of this one operating satellite. The effort to commercialize operational
land remote sensing is moving forwardslowly, and federal researchin landremote
sensing has diminished to a low level. In the field of geophysics (as opposed to
land remote sensing) NASA continues to launch experimental earth-viewing
satellites. For example, MAGSAT B, planned for launch in 1989, will further
improve knowledge of the earth's magne4c field.
Ocean remote sensing has also developed slowly. Following several "proof of
concept" missions, an oceanographic research satellite (SEASAT) was flown by
NASA in 1978. SEASAT carried three different typcs of radardevices and clearly
demonstrated the value of active microwave sensing for oceanic purposes.
Unfortunately, SEASAT failed after 3 months of operation, and efforts to mount
a follow-up civil operational program, to take advantage of the demonstrated
capabilities, were unsuccessful.
Today, in the civil sector, an operational ocean remote sensing program is still
far aw_,y, although some information provided by weather satellites (such as the
temperature and color of the ocean surface) is of substantial value to oceanog-
raphers. The initiative in operational ocean remote sensing has shifted to the
Depallment of Defense, in which the Navy is taking the lead role in a major
effort (NROSS) with cooperation from NASA and (to a lesser degree) from
NOAA. Present plans for research in ocean remote sensing include TOPEX, a
NASA experimental satellite designed to measure the mean elevation or"the
ocean surface to a degree of accuracy sufficient to make it possible to determine
indirectly the direction and speed of ocean currents. Funds for construction of
TOPEX have not yet been appropriated and are not includec_in NASA's FY
1986budget.
More detailed reviews of the atmosphere-ocean and the land remote sensing
! programs are presented in later parts of this report.
THEVALUEOF THE PROGRAM
The brief description given here serves to illustrate the substantial breadthof
the earth remote sensing satellite program. The effort includes measurements
from space for both research and operational purposes. It affects a wide variety
of disciplines, including not only basic sciences (such as atmospheric physics,
.qr
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oceanography, geology, and geophysics) but also applied fields (such as weather
forecasting, ocean transportation, land use management, and mineral exploration).
Information from space is uscful to a wide variety of communities: government
at all levels, industry, p"riculture, and the general public.
Many examples of the value of earth remote sensing information can be cited.
In the atmospheric sciences, weather satellites have be.enan essential element in
the substantial improvement of wedther forecasts. Today. predictions prepared
48 hours in advance are as accurate as 24-hour forecasts were 20 years ago.
Improved predictions can reduce the damage caused by extreme weather, which
amounts in an average year to approximately $20 billion. Improved predictions
can also enhance the effectiveness and efficiency of industry and agriculture, can
reduce injury and loss of hfe due to severe storms, and can improve the quality
of livingfor the general public.
In oceanography, earth remote sensing information has proved to be valuable
fora variety of marine operations, includingshipping, offshore oil and gas platform
operations, ocean mining, and marine recreation. Operational efficiency anti
safety can be improved, and damage caused by severe winds and waves can be
reduced. A moredetailed review, ,he meteorological and oceanographic benefits
of remote sensing is given in Appendix C.
Land remote sensing information, despite the experimental nature of the
obser4ng program, has been applied snccessfully in many fields: mineral explo-
ration, agriculture, forestry, environmental monitoring, rural and urban land-use
analysis, rangeland management, and a score of others. Examples of the benefits
of lard remote sensing are given in Appendix B.
Progress in the atmospheric sciences, oceanography, geology, and geophysics
depends to an ever-increasing degree on satellite information. The first step in
any gcience is the accurate observation of the phenomena one seeks to understand,
and in all of the earth sciences the large geographic scale and often remote
location of significant phenomena pese special difficulties for effective measure-
ment. The orbiting satellite provides an optimum platform from which global- or
even regional-scale observations can be taken---whether one is examining the
movement of a hurricane over the open sea, the development of eddies in the
Gulf Stream, or the structure of a rift valley.
in the long run, existing and potential contributions of satellite-derived infor-
mation to progress in basic science may provide one of the most significant
arguments for an improved national earth remote sensing effort. Around the
globe, social organizationsare under sexere stress. Problems of overpopulation,
food and fiber production, transportation, and energy and natural resource
development are ubiquitous. An improved understandilig of the physical envi-
ronment in which society must exist is essential to the solution of many of
mankind's problems.*
A sound program in earth remote sensing should be a national imperative,
Fortunately, an excellent foundationexists for the development of such a program.
Despite its disorganization and despite the slowness of progress in several key
' Reader, John, GEMS, The Global Environment Monitorinl System. U.N. Environment Prollrmn,
1912.
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areas, earth remote sensing in the United States has recorded substantial
achievements in the past 2 decades. Much more can be accomplished.
In developing and improving the effectiveness of the earth remote sensing
program, substantial attention must be devoted to controlling costs. The deploy-
ment of satellite observing systems is expensive. Ways must be found to achieve
important goals without incurring unnecessary expenditures through inefficiencies
or redundancies in programs. The Board believes that the cost-effectiveness of
the national civil earth remote sensing effort can be substantially improved.
Specific recommendations concerning how t_,_ocan be done are presented later
in this report.
FINDING I. The earth remote sensing program has demonstrated that the timely
acquisition of data from satellites can result in significant social, economic, and
scientific benefits. The potential for the future is even greater.
States has achieved world in earth remote
FINDING I|. The United leadership
sensing within the civil sector. It is in the country's interest to maintain and
enhance this position, but in view of the, costs involved, it must be done with a
minimum expenditure of public funds.
Reeomnmndation: Earth remote sensing should be an established and significant
part of the nation's civil space enterprise.
I:leeommmldation: Special attention should be devoted to the cost-effectiveness
oftbe federal effort in civil remote sensing (for example, by flying both operational
ano research instruments on the same _atel!ite platforms}.
PRESENT STATUS AND PLANS
As a result of the achievements of the past 2 decades, earth remote sensing in
the United States is in a position to move ahead vigorously. Yet an objective
evaluation indicates that this is not occurring. Although the space program as a
whole is moving toward new and exciting goals, earth remote sensing has lost
momentum, and in many key areas it is actually losing ground.
The weather satellite program (reviewed in more detail in Part 4) has been one
of the major successes of the U.S. effort in space. But in the past few years
many problems have emerged to plague the operational weather satellite program
and cause it to slip backward.
First, the remarkable cooperation between NASA and NOAA. which had in
large measure been responsible for the success of the program, came to an abrupt
end when NASA. in 1981. ceased to support R&D for the operational system
covered by the interagency agreement under which the cooperation had flourished.
The motivation was budgetary: The cooperative effort was costly to NASA. and
funds were urgently needed for research programs given higher priority within
NASA. Additional budgetary pressures fell on NOAA. which was having its own
fiscal i_roblems. The costs of building and launching satellites increased. The
superb engineering capability in NASA, which had led the way in developing
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new meteorological sensors, was no longer available to NOAA management
withovnt east. The operational weather satellite program lost much of its ability
to deploy innovative instruments to observe the atmosphere from space. At the
same time, the NASA program in meteorology turned away from operational
goals and became oriented more toward basic science--as in the Upper Atmos-
phere Research Satellite (UARS) program.
Other difficulties were encountered. Beginning in 1981, the President's budget
has called annually for a reduced launch schedule for weather satellites that
would (on the average) result in a single spacecraft in polar orbit. The cutback
has not yet occuned; each year Congress has added the "second polar orbiter"
back into the NOAA budget.
Finally, the construction program for NOAA operational weather satellites has
lagged, in part due to budget pressure and in part due to difficultn_,o with spacecraft
contractors. Lack of availability of replacement satellites has already reduced
the number of operational spacecraft in orbit and has raised concerns about the
ability of NOAA to maintain continuity of observations. In the case of geosta-
tionary (GOES) weather satellites, the failure in 1984 of the eastern satellite
reduced the number of spacecraft in operation to one--now stationed over the
central United States. Should the remaining satellite fail, this country would be
without an operational weather satellite in geostationary orbit for the first time
since the GOES program began in 1974. Launch of a replacement for the already-
failed satellite, to return the system to its normal complement of two GOES
satellites in space, is not scheduled until late 1985. and there is a possibility of
further delay if tight produc'ion schedules canner be maintained.
In this gloomy picture there has been one positive note. The President's FY
1986 budget has called for a strengthenea g_ostationary satellite program for
weather monitoring and prediction. This next generation of GOES operational
spacecraft is scheduled to be launched for the first time in late 1989.
In oceanography, the outlook in civil operational remote sensing is at best
uncertain, despite the substantial success of Seasat in 1978. As noted previously,
the Navy is moving toward operational remote sensing with the Navy Remote
Ocean Sensing Satellite (NROSS), a developmental spacecraft planned for 198q
launch. But it is unclear at present whether the Navy will mount a fully operational
ocean sensing system and, if so, to what degree the information derived from the
observations could satisfy the requirements of civil agency and nongovernment
scientists. The possibility seems remote tha'_ operational ocean sensors designed
explicitly to meet the needs of the civil sector can be deployed in the forseeable
future.
Yet there is some cause for optimism. The NASA research program in
oceanography promises to contribute substantially to the ability to measure
oceanographic phenomen_ from space. Research oceanographers are hc,peful that
TOPEX will be approved as a new start in FY ;,67. Also. in support of N_OSS,
NASA development of the scatterometer (an innovative remote sensing techniq,_e
for measuring from space the wind velocity at the ocean surface) promises to
provide a major new capability for ocean-observing systems of the future.
Meanwhile, oceanographers continue to use with increasing effectiveness the
measurements of ocean temperature and color made by weather satellites.
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It is the land remote sensing program that provides the largest question mark.
As noted previously, the last of the NASA-designed R&D satellites (Landsat 5)
is in orbit and is operated by NOAA tot the sale and distribution of data. No
back-up is available or planned. The federal effort to encourage the private sector
to develop an operational land remote sensing system--mandated by the Land
Remote Sensing Commercialization Act of 1984--is moving ahead with glacial
speed. The involved process ef federal aegotiation with private-sector companies
and consortia is nearing an end, with only one consortium remaining in '.he
running. But it is still unclear what will emerge from the negotiation. The
Administration has placed a limit of $250 million on the federal subsidy to be
made available to the private-sector contractor during the transition of the land
remote sensing system to full commercial operation, and this level of funding is
considered marginal by industry.
While this report is being written, negotiations between the Secretary of
Commerce and the one remaining private-sector consortium are continuing. One
issue is whether, with the federal subsidy limited to $250 million, an operational
system can be agreed on that satisfies the minimum requirements of the
government. Another question is whether a stripped-down system can be
commercially via01e. Meanwhile, the likelihood becomes steadily more remote
that a commercially built land remote sensing satellite can be placed in orbit
before failure of Landsat 5. The requirement of continuity of observation may
well become a moot issue. A more complete discussion of these and related
questions is included in Part 3 of this report.
Difficulties also occur in land remote sensing research. Since the designation
of NOAA as the federal agency responsible for operational land remote sensing,
and since the transfer to NOAA of responsibility t'ot the Landsat series of
satellites, NASA has phased down its research in land remote sensing. Other
than NASA, no organization in the United States, puolic or private, is working
to develop new remote sensors (such as multispectrai linear arrays). This void is
certain to slow progress in this country toward the creation and maintenance of
an effective land remote sensing system.
While the United States has been inactive, other countries have pc;.. France
is scheduled to launch its land remote sensing satellite (SPOT) in November 1985.
SPOT will employ advanced remote sensing techniques developed in the United
States, will take commercial orders for remote images, and will compete directly
with any system developed by the private sector in this country. Japan has also
indicated an interest in commercial land remote sensing.
From this discussion it is clear that the earth remote sensing program in the
United States is in trouble. It is legitimate to question why this should be the
case. Why, when the space program is booming and space technology is flourishing,
should the United States find itself sliding backward in earth viewing programs?
Even a cursory examination of this question leads to the conclusion that the
problems we face are ,tmlitical and institutional; they are not technical. "Thespace
program is well funded, and in each field of earth remote sensing new and exciting
technical ideas abound. The difficulty clearly lies in the selection of priorities--
a selection that, in turn, is controlled by a series of policy assumptions and
institutional issues. These will be explicitly addressed in following sections.
k
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FINDING Ill. The civil earth remote sensing program is in difficulty. In several
parts of the program the United States is in danger of losing its world leadership.
Problems revolve around policy and institutional issues. The difficulties are not
technical.
THE INSTITUTIONAL PARTITION OF THE EARTH REMOTE SENSING
PROGRAM
It must be apparent from the previous discussion_ that one of the problems of
earth remote sensing stems from one of its strengths: the broad array of institutions
and scientific communities interested in the program. As a result of this breadth
of interest and participation, earth remote sensing is a diffuse program. It is
essential to examine some of the ways in which the program is divided between
the public and private sector and between various governwent agencies within
the federal establishment.
Private Sector/Government
The Land Remote Sensing Commercialization Act, Sec. 103(c), states, "It
shall be the policy of the United States both to commercialize those remote-
sensing space systems that properly lend themselves to private sector operation
... while continuing ... to retain in the Government those remote-sensing
functions that are essentially of a public service nature." The act commits the
United States to examining carefully the possibility of commercializing land
remote sensing while retaining within government the existing operational weather
satellite system.
The effort to turn over the land remote sensing operational program to the
i private sector has turped out to be difficult and time-consuming. Nevertheless,the Board endorses this effort. It believes that in the long run the program will
i flourish better within the private sector, once the difficulties of ;ransition frompublic to commercial management have been successfully negotiated.
The Act explicitly forbids the transfer of weather satellites from public to
private ownership. The Board supports this decision also. _,'_eather satellite
observations can properly be considered to be of a pul:lic-sei ¢ice nature. They
provide basic information used in preparing forecasts of severe weather (drought,
flood-producing precipitation, damaging winds, fog, or freezing rain) that are of
crucial interest to b_'oad segments of society and often create situations dangerous
to public health and safety.
As a result of the Land Remote Sensing Commercialization Act, it is clear that
the United States is heading toward two earth remote sensing operational systems: _!
one in the private sector, devoted to land remote sensing, and one in the public
sector, devoted to weather remote sensing. But this is an incomplete resolution ,i
of the total problem. The act remains silent with regard to what shall happen to
ocean remote sensing---a growing discipline that will be of increasing importance
in future years.
Ocean remote sensing is far more closely linked to weather and climate than
to land remote sensing. A close relationship exists between meteorology and
t /
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oceanography, both in term_ of the science involved and in terms of the kinds
of global observations required. The ocean covers almost 75 percent of the earth's
surface, and latent and sensible he_,t exchange at the air-sea interface is an
important factor it:. atmospheric circulation. Conversely, the frictional force of
the winds drives most of the important global ocean currents. On short time
scales---up to a few days or even a fortnight--the two systems _1 be regarded
as somewhat separate, with only limited interactions due to exchange processes
at the air-sea interface. At longer time scales, however, any effort to understand
and accurately predict the behavior of either the atmosphere or the oceans
requires analysis of the two media as a single, coupled system. For example, in
the dynamics of climate, the atmosphere and ocean systems are fully intertwined.
In terms of required observations, meteorology and oceanography are also
similar. Both fields need global observations of solar radiation and cloudiness,
as well as wind, temperature, and atmospheric moisture conditions near the air-
sea interface. Both fields employ complex predictive models using high-speed
digital computers. Both fields are working on interactive mode;s of the coupled
ocean-atmosphere behavior.
As a consequence of this strong overlapping, ocean remote sensing devices
(when they become suitable for operational deployment) should be flown as part
of the federally operated civil weather satellite system. These will supplement
the ocean temperature sensors already operational on polar orbiting weather
spacecraft. Over a period of years, the weather satellite system would thus
become a fully integrated atmosphere-ocean satellite array. The long-term evo-
lution of such a system should be an accepted policy of the U.S. earth _atellite
program.
FINDING IV. The Land Remote Sensing Commercialization Act of 1984 has
moved the United States in the direction of two separate operational systems for
the remote sensing of the earth: one for the land, to be transferred to the private
sector; the second for the atmosphere, to be operated by the federal government.
While the legislation is silent with regard to a policy for ocean remote sensing,
the physical problems and measurement requirements facing oceanography are
much more closely related to the meteorological than to the terrestrial sciences.
Recommendation: Operational atmospheric and oceanic remote sensing for civil
purposes should be accomplished in the future by a single federally funded and
managed satellite system.
Recommend,_tion: Operational land remote sensing for civil purposes should be
acct-mplished in the future by a system owned and managed by the private sector
(if at all feasible). At least in the early years, funding will have to come, in large
part, from government.
Intragovernment
Within the federal government there has also been a division within the earth
remote sensing program. NOAA has concentrated its attention on operational
,It
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earth remote sensing and has devoted very little of its resources to supporting
research. NASA, on the other hand, has tended recently to move .... yard
fundamental research and has devoted very little of its attention toward applied
research, which would help the operational program. This has meant, for example,
that neither agency is devoting adequate attention to the development of the new
sensors (such as microwave devices) needed to extend the capability of the
evolving operational system.
This was not always true. _s has been previously noted, a major reason for
the success of the weather s_tellite program was the superb cooperation that
existed for over 2 deca(t.g between NASA and NOAA. NASA funded the
development of new sensors, identifying priorities in consultation with NOAA.
NASA also funded the development of the first of each new series of spacecraft,
launched it, and turned it over to NOAA for operation. The two agencies were
essentially partners in fashioning the operational weather satellite system, with
NOAA (at least initially) playing the role of junior partner. As the capability of
the NOAA satellite service increased, it was probably inevitable that NASA
management would begin to think of the operational program as "their" program,
not "ours." And when budget pressures increased, perhaps it was inevitable that
NASA management would view the funds spent in support of the operational
program as a burden when compared to more "NASA-like" research.
All of this is un0erstandable in human and organizational terms. But the Board
must point out that what suffered is the national operational program. NOAA
has not been able to obtain from the Department of Commerce and the Office of
Management and Budget the fiscal or engineering resources necessary to carry
forward the tasks formerly contributed by NASA.
The same kind of division has occurred in land remote sensing. As has already
been noted, NASA began phasing down the development of next-generation land
remote sensing techniques when NOAA was given responsibility for the opera-
tional program in 1979. NOAA has neither the funds nor the engineering capability
to carry forward such work. As a result, neither agency is carrying out this much-
needed effort.
There are some exceptions to the pattern. NASA's Earth Radiation Budget
Experiment (ERBE) sensors are carried on NOAA polar orbiters, and a sensor
of substantial operational interest (the scatterometer) is being developed by NASA
in support of the Navy (for NROSS). But these are the exceptions, not the rule.
Some way must be found to enable the various federal agencies, especially NASA i
and NOAA, to work together effectively for the betterment of the national i
program.
RNDING V. Within the federal establishment, civil earth remote sensing has been
partitioned into operations (in NOAA) and research (in NASA). As a result of
agency decision-making and funding pressures, this partition has become too
rigid and divisive, to the detriment of the total program.
Finally, some comments need to be made concerning the division of the federal
earth remote sensing program between civil and defense agencies. Obviously,
both communities have substantial and legitimate interests in earth remote sensing.
.j
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There are many possibilities for necessary as well as unneeded redundancies and
for appropriate separateness as well as useful collaboration. Nevertheless, the
topic will not be discussed in depth in the present report. It is difficult for an
external Board to fully appreciate the requirements and priorities of the DOD
earth remote sensing program. In the past, various administrations have studied
the interactions of the civil and defense programs and have concluded that these
efforts should develop in parallel. A good example is the parallel effort represented
by the NOAA polar-orbiting weather satellites and the spacecraft of the DOD
Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP).
In this study, the Board has concentrated its attention on the civil program,
with only a few comments in a limited number of areas where the civil and
defense proglams interact strongly.
NOAA'S POSITION WITHIN THE FEDERAL STRUCTURE
Within the past 7 years, at least three different proposals have been advanced
to move NOAA out of the Department of Commerce. President Carter recom-
mended that NOAA be transferred to a Department of Natural Resources;
President Reagan (in his first term) recommended that NOAA be made an
independent agency as part of a reorganization of the Department of Commerce;
most recently, a Presidential Commission recommended that NOAA be made
part of a new Department of Science.
The Board prefers to remain silent concerning the merit of these three proposals.
Clearly, a decision about where NOAA should be moved--or whether any move
at all is desirable--must be based on an evaluation of issues and programs far
broader than earth remote sensing. Nevertheless, several appropriate points can
be made.
The operational earth remote sensing program has not fared well in the
Department of Commerce. In the Board's opinion, the operational effort receives
an unreasonably small part of the resources being devoted to the total space
program.
The Board believes that the existing problems in the civil operational earth
remote sensing program are in part due to NOAA's location in the Department
of Commerce. These problems would be ameliorated by an appropriate change r
in NOAA's affiliation. If such a reorganization does not occur, it is highly i
desirable that NOAA (and through NOAA the operational earth remote sensing
program) be given greater budgetary and management flexibility within the
Department of Commerce.
FINDING VI. The civil operational earth remote sensing program is handicapped
by the existence of NOAA within the Devartment of Commerce. A change in
the affiliation of NOAA has been discussed for many years: President Carter
recommended that NOAA be transferred to a Department of Natural Resources;
President Reagan (in his first term) recommended that NOAA be made an
independent agency, as part of a reorganization of the Department of Commerce;
a Presidential Commission has recently recommended that NOAA be made part
of a new Department of Science.
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Recommendation: The administration and Congress should agree on NOAA's
future organizational affiliation as soon as possible. If a decision is made to keep
NOAA within the Department of Commerce, steps should be taken to provide
NOAA (and through NOAA the operation'd] earth remote sensii,g program) with
greater budgetary and management flexibility.
TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS
In the previous sections we have reviewed how the civil earth remote sensing
program has been partitioned between the federal and private sectors and (within
government) between research- and operation-oriented agencies. These divisions
have tended to fragment the total program and thns make it more difficult to
maintain progress toward a well-balanced and effective total efforL For institu-
tional reasons we tend to think separately of a "weather satellite program," an
i "ocean sensing program," and a "land remote sensing program," rather than of
:, a single "earth remote sensiag program." We also tend to think of a "research
i sensor" or an "operational sensor" rather than an "earth remote sensor."
: Yet from a technical point of view there should be a single program. Whether
one is remotely sensing the atmosphere, the oceans, or the land surfaces, all of
the satellites are in earth orbit and all take measurements of the earth below. If
the orbital requirements are compatible for a weather and a land remote sensor,
there is (in principle) every reason to consider placing them on the same spacecra.q.
The same consideration applies to research and operational sensors.
The expense of building spacecraft and placing them in orbit is a major part of
the total co_t of any satellite program. An earth-viewing system that uses space
platforms wi;h a maximum degree of cos_-effectiveness should be designed to
provide satellites in an appropriate number of different orbits (near polar, lower
inclination, and geostationary). The number and size of the spacecraft in each
orbit should relate to the number and character of the required sensors.
Observational and orbital requirements, not institutional or programmatic labels,
should dete[,nine on what satellite a given sensor is flown.
Other technical problems are becoming critical. The volume of data flowing
from earth-orbiting satellites is growing rapidly and will eventually exceed 10t3
bits per day, even though on-orbit data reduction may slow the increase in data
flow from future space platforms. Ground systems to handle this vast flow of
data are becoming increasingly expensive and difficult to design and construct.
Especially when the data flow is used to monitor and predict the development of
physical phenomena with short life spans (as in meteorology and oceanography),
additional complications are posed by the nee,c; to fashion on-line digital systems
to process, evaluate, analyze, and disseminate the resulting information. 2 When
immediate decisions (e.g., very short-range weather or ocean forecasts or
warnings) result from the observed data, machine-assisted procedures must be
developed to identify and call to the attention of the decision-maker the small
amount of critical information embedded in the vast data stream.
2DataManagementandComputation,Voi. l. NationalAcademyPress,1982.
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Efficient data flow is essential to the satisfactory performanceand utility of an
earth remote sensing system. Nevertheless, ground systems ha_.: not received
sufficientfundingor attention.All too often when budgetpressures arise, available
funds are channeled into the effort to place the observing sensors in orbit, and
not enough resources are preserved for the ground system.
PlNDIN(_VII.From a purely technical point of view, the partitionof the civil
earth w:aote sensing program into private- and public-sector components and
into operations and research is an unnecessary complication that has thus far
only added to the cost and difficulty of creating and maintaining a successful
operational program. In an earth-viewing system that uses space platforms and
other hardwarewith a maximumdegree of cost-effectiveness, each satellite could
carry land, atmosphere, and ocean sensors, and each could carryoperational and
experimental sensors. Observational and orbital requirements, not institutional
or programmaticlabels, w_,dd determine on what satellite a given sensor was
flown.
FINDU_ VIII.The volume of J_ta flow in civil earth remote sensing is growing
rapidly and _ eventu _llyexceed 10t3bits per day. Data processing, evaluation,
analysis, disse,_nation, and archiving are becoming more difficultand costly. A
substantialeffort is needed to plan_atdoperate 'e requireddata-handling systems.
DIRECTIONSFORTHE FUTURE
Seine of the reasons why the earth remote sensing program is in difficulty are
cleat'. The program is fragmented, in_titugion_ly and prngrammatically. The
public and private sector; research scientists and operational specialists; and
meteorologists, oceanographers, geophysicists, geologists, and land-use managers
all have legitimate needs for remotely sensed information.It has not been possible
(nor would it be wise or efficient) to mount a separate program for each element
of the multidimensional matrix thus formed.
Ideally, this country needs a federal plan for earth remote sensing-one that
can be accepted both by the Executive Branch and by Congress. Such a plan
would set forth the various orbits required for earth remote sensing satellites:
near polar, lower inclination, and geostationary. It would assess the need for ....
sensors in each of these orbits, without regard to the funding institution or i
scientific discipline involved. To the maximum degree possible, an ideal plan
would call for common use of spacecraft and data-handling systems whenever i
this is economically advantageous. Special-purpose satellites that carry sensors J
developed for a specific experiment or requirement would be held to a minimum.
Space for sensors flownby theprivate sector could be provided(for an appropriate
fee) on spacecraft launched by federal agencies, or (when efficient) federal
agencies could contract for space on commercially launched vehicles. :_
An ideal federal plan would be builtaroundthe requirementsof the operational
remote sensing program. Compared to research, the operational program has
little flexibility in launch schedules and places more severe demands on data-
processing systems.
: ' o , .,,: ;'L'
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Preparing and ¢alTying out such an ideal national plan would require vigorous
and concerted action at several levels of government. Within the Executive
Branch, the Office of Science and Technology Policy would have to take the lead
in interagency and interdepartmental planning. The Office of Management and
Budget (which is not comfortable with interagency programs that cut across its
internal budget review structure) would have to develop and adhere to a "crosscut"
review procedure. Federal agencies would have to agree to give up some of their
flexibility for individual action. Within Congress, methods would have to be
found to coordinate the decision-making process between oversight, authorization,
and appropriation committees. A master federal plan may be an ideal worth
striving for, but it will have to evolve over time. Realistically, one must conclude
that an _ll-inclusive plan cannot be developed quickly.
There are two reasons why conditions are ripe for a more limited step, but one
that could be very important. First, Congress has requested from NOAA a plan
for operational earth remote sensing, to be delivered by September 1985. In
preparing this plan, NOAA has an opportunity to take a major step toward a
hardware-integrated earth remote sensing system. The plan should bring together
meteorology and oceanography in a single federal operational system and should
consider possible integrated use of spacecraft and communication downlinks
between the federal system and an evolving commercial land remote sensing
system. It should evaluate the various orbits and the number of satellites needed,
should point out the problems and requirements for improved operational data
handling, and should (to the extent possible) provide space for NASA research
sensors and experiments on operational spacecraft. Obviously, the plan should
be carefully coordinated with NASA.
A second reason why this is an especially appropriate time to develop a federal
plan for operational earth remote sensing is that NASA planning for the spuc¢:
station is moving ahead. In addition to the manned space station, the program
calls for two unmanned space platforms, one at an inclination of 28½ degrees
and one in near polar orbit. These two platforms--especially the polar orbiting
platform--can be of substantial value to the earth remote sensing program, both
in operations and in research. The cost-effectiveness of the total earth remote
sensing system would be greatly increased if sensors were brought together on
the orbiting platforms and if the need for procuring replacement hardware were
reduced by an effective program of retrieval or in-orbit repair.
A federal plan for operational earth remote sensing, thoughtfully and carefully
developed, could gain broad support within the Executive Branch and Congress.
Such a plan wo,:ld go far toward eliminating many of the problems now being
experienced.
Another efficiency that could be instituted relate_ to mr, _tional activities.
The operational programs in meteorology and oceanogr_hy arc o, ml_jor interest
to other developed countries. The United States has worked closely with Britain,
France, Japan _ other nations in promoting earth remote sensing. The Search j
and Rescue sy.qem was developed jointly with France and Canada and is now
being deployed under international agreement on polar orbiters launched by both
the United States and the USSR. The United S!ates has assisted in the development
and launch of geostationary weather satellites by Japan, the European Space
Agency, and India.
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Other countries have ext_ressed concern about the Administration's stated
desire to cut back the launch schedule for weather satellites in near polarorbit.
On the average, this reduction would result in a single spacecraft being in orbit
at any given time, but on occasion there would be two operational satellites in
orbit and at times there mightbe none. The latter situation would have especially
serious consequences for weather forecasting, not only in the United States but
around the world.
There is a real possibility that multinational participation can be exwmded,
especially with regard to polar-orbiting weather satellites. This could improve
internationalcooperation and reduce the cost of the programto this country.
FINDINGIX. The United States cannot afford the cost of launching a separate
space vehicle for each programmatic need---for land, atmosphere, and ocean
remote sensing as well as for operations and R&D. Some mechanism must be
found to re_ncile institutional and programmaticdiversity with the realities of
efficient use of hardware (space platforms and downlinks). A federal plan is
urgently needed.
_: NOAA (in cooperation with NASA) should develop a long-
range plan for the federal role in operational earth remote sensing. To the
maximum degree possible, this plan should facilitate common use of spacecraft
and data-handlingsystems by institutions (public and private) that mount earth
remote sensing programs. To help control costs, the t,umber of special-purpose
satellites must be held to a minimum.
I_oommendatlon: The system plan should center aroundthe needs of operational
programs (which have minimum flexibility in orbital, launch, at:d data-handling
requirements). Whenever possible, space should be made available for research
sensors on vehicles that are used primarily for operational purposes. The
potentialities of the earth orbiting platforms (to be launched as part of the space
station program) shouid be fully exploited. The polar orbiting space platform is
especially importantfor earth remote sensing.
RKommmldatkm: The present effort to encourage multinational cooperation in
the earth remote sensing program is promising and should be continued and
expanded. This will promote internationalgoodwill and will further help to limit
nationalexpenditures.
glomlutml_f_to_: Pa,'ticipatinginstitutions (national and international, public
and commercial) should share in the cost of the planned earth remote sensing
system.
A FUTURE EARTH REMOTE 8F,NSlNG SYfflT.M:
INSTtl'U_Ok_M.RCXE8
With a satisfactory iong-ranlgeplan in hand, it will be possible for this country
to move ahead rapidly to establish a high.value, cost-effective earth remote
.\
\
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22 REMOTE SENSING OF THE EARTH FROM SPACE
sensing system, which could be in place by the mid-1990s. In doing so, the United
States must avoid difficultiesamong the various domestic organizations involved:
battles for turf as well as a parochial definition of institutional roles that leaves
importantparts of the effort undone.
The Board recommends the set of institutional responsibilities outlined below.
Obviously, the list is not rigid; some adjustments are possible. However, the
Board believes thatthe recommended distributionof responsibilities is appropriate
and in accord with the demonstrated competence of the various participating
agencies or sectors.
Earth remote sensing in the United States will not succeed unless NASA plays
a prominentrole. NASA's superb engineering and developmental capabilities in
space cannot be matched elsewhere in government, and it would be senseless to
try to reproduce this competence in NOAA. On the other hand, the Board
respects NASA's position that it should concentrateon research and development
and should not become too enmeshed in operational space activities.
The answer to this apparentdilemma is that NASA should provide engineering
and R&D support for an operational earth remote sensing program, but the
operational program itself should reside elsewhere--in NOAA for meteorology
and oceanography and in the commercial sector for land remote sensing.
In the earth remote sensing of the 1990s, NASA scientific and engineering
_.w..Rrchshould include programsto develop new earthmeasurement techniques
from space,--not only for meteorology and oceanography (in support of NOAA)
but also for land remote sensing (in support of the commercial sector). It should
also include (a) scientific research to improve understanding of the earth, in part
throughcarefully selected space missions, and (b) engineerin_research to improve
earth orbiting satellites and platforms and to develop better communication and
data-handling systems (to meet the rapid expansion that will occur in the volume
of information to be transnutted to earth).
NASA will, of course, build, launch, and manage the space station and its
associated space platforms. The polar Space Platform is particularlyimportant
for earth remote sensing. NASA should lease space on these platforms to NOAA
and to the commercial operator of a land remote sensing system. In fact, on the
polar Space Platform NASA should give first priority to operational sensors.
NASA should also develop and manage an inte_patedcommunication and data-
handling system for the space platforms.
An especially importantengineering task, which can greatly improve the cost-
effectiveness of earth remote sensing, is the development of station-teuding, in-
orbit repa/r, and sensor retrieval systems for the space platforms. Retrieval
systemsfor satellites in inclined or goostationaryorbits are also needed. The
development of such a capabifty--to he made available to NOAA and tOthe
commercial sector under contractmwill require a high degree of cooperation
between NASA and NOAA.
In the earth remote sensing system of the 1990s, NOAA should own and
numagethe operationalobserving system for the atmosphere and the oceans, it
should also wovide federal oversight for a commercially operated land remote
sensingsystem.
NOAA should work closely with NASA (and with a commercial operator) to
nmximizecost-effectivenessof theatmosphere-oce_utremote sensingthroughthe
4p. .............. ,//
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development ofintqwated hardwaresystems (spacecraftanddownlinks) whenever
feas/ble. NOAA should lease space (as appropriate) on NASA space platforms
or on comme, cial satellites; similarly, when NOAA satellites are launched (e.g.,
in goostationary orbit), space could be leased to NASA (for research sensors) or
to the commercial sector (for land remote sensing instruments). NOAA should
also contract with NASA for satellite retrieval.
NOAA should carry out research in direct support of its operational respon-
sibilities and should consult with NASA about requirements for new operational
sensors. It should undertake research on the application of space-derived
information to a variety of practical fields, not only weather and ocean-related
(e.g., weather forecasting or marine operations) but also land-related (such as
resource exploration or land management).The lattereffort could be undertaken
incooperation withother federal ageneies such as the Departmentsof Agriculture
or Interim"and will he needed (at least during an extended transition period) to
help stimulate other agency and private-sector use of land remote sensing
observations. This activity is discussed in Igreaterdetail in Part3.
NOAA should continue to have archival responsibilities for earth remote
sensing data and information. With relgardto the atmosphere and the oceans,
NOAA must place a highWioritYon making space ob_rvations available to both
the commer,-ialand the research communities on a real-time basis.
As noted in Part3, the Board endorses the effort to turnover the land remote
sensing operationalprowam to the private sector. The previous paragraphshave
assumed that this effort will be successful; in the presen_ discussion, we will
continue to make this assumption.
The commercial operator of the land remote sensing system will have to play
a special role in marketing space-derived information--a function in which the
private sector is mo_ effective than government. Users of land remote sensing
i information will include, of course, not only industry and agriculture but alsoI
federal, state, and local governments.
A commercial operator will have strong incentives to develop cost-effective
systems of earthobservations. It will be to the operator's advantage to have the
flexibility to lease space on orbiting platforms or satellites from NASA or NOAA
or (alternatively) to sell space to these government agencies on commercial
satellites. For this andother reasons, the commercial operator will finditbeneficial
to cooperate closely with both NASA and NOAA in the development of the
privately owned operational land remote sensing system.
IgllCll_CGX. With careful planning and resolute action, a highly valuable and
cost-effective civil earth remote sensing program can be in place by the mid-
1990s. Among participating institugionsin the United States (NASA, NOAA, and
the commercial sector), each has a vital role to play.
IqmOmlllliditli_: NASA should launch and operate the Space Platforms and
de_'tllnand numnge the downlinks to be developed as part of the space station
proImm. Operational earth remote sensors (NOAA and commercial) should he
Iliven high wiority on the polar orbiting platform. NASA should also develop
station tending andrel_r _lities for space platforms and retrieval capabilities
for other eartb-m_ting satellites (including those in igeostationaryorbit). NASA
ii 0
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should develop new sensors for operations, in consultation with NOAA and other
users, and should carry out basic space-oriented R&D on tL_ physics and
chemistry of atmosphere, ocean, and land systems.
_: NOAA should build and (under contract with NASA) launch
operational satellites or lease space on commercial spacecraft, it should own and
manage the atmosphere-ocean operational observing system and provide federal
oversight (and, as appropriate, initial federal subsidy) for the commercially
operated land remote sensing system. NOAA should carry out research on
applications of space-derived information, should be responsible for archiving all
earth remote sensing data, and should disseminate atmosphere and ocean data
to the user community.
_: The commercial sector should own and manage the opera-
tional land remote sensing system, purchasing space when appropriate on NASA
and NOAA satellites. It should build new operational sensors and should fly its
own satellites as it deems necessary (leasing space when appropriate to NOAA
or NASA). The commercial sector should also be responsible for marketing
space-derived land remote sensing data to the variou._ user communities, including
government departments such as Agriculture and intt_rior.
SOME PCd_CY AND PRIORITY ISSUES
The ea,_h remote sensinp_ program, which made major strides during the 2
decades from 1960 to !980, has faltered ,rod slippe_ back in recent years. As
noted previously, the difficulties are not technical. From a scientific and technical
view, the program is positioned to surge forward. User communities in both
science and applications are clamoring for more and better remotely sensed
information; new and promising methods of measurement await development.
The earth remote sensing program is _n crisis, especially with regard to the
operational program. But it is a crisis caused by the absence of a firm national
policy that this country should reap the advantages of its lead in space. The
situation seems to he one of not-so-benign neglect: In the absence of a strong
and positive policy in favor of exploiting the values of earth remote sensing,
comparatively low-level decisions have eaten away at the national program in
response to budget plessures and short-term agency priorities.
if earth remote sensing is to flourish, the priority of the program (especially
its operational phase) must be more carefully examined by the Executive Branch
and by Congress, and a positive policy decision must be made that earth remote
sensing should receive a more substantial portion of the resources devoted to
space. This will require the attention of policy-setting individuals within the
Executive Branch.
What are the reasons for such a change in policy and priorities? One reason is
that many fields of crucial scientific importance (the atmospheric sciences,
oceanol;rnphy, geology, and geophysics) _ becoming increasingly dependent
on earth observations from space, and in the long run the ability to deal successfully
0
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with problems of our environment are dependent on the strength of the earth
sciences. This reason is often overlooked or discounted. There has been a
tendency to overemphasize the immediate utility of operation',d_',u'thremote
sensing inforn,.ationand to ignore its contribution to fmdamental under'standing
of the world around us. For example, the observation of hurricanes from
geostationary weather satellites is usually recognized to be important in issuing
hurricanewarnings: it is less often realizedthat such observations also ,contribute
to understandingthe physics of hurricanes and will in the long run he_pimprove
the predictingof their formation and motion.
A second reason is. of course, the utility of the observationaldata. The ability
of remote sensing systems to monitor phenomena on earthand t_ ;,,ssist in the
preparationof needed forecasts has been recognized, althoughthe Boardbelieves
the amazing potentialities of earth remote sensing have usually been underesti-
mated. But with J_agardto this issue, policy makers h-re :ended to become
entangled in q_Jestionsabout what kinds of measurements shoul_ be made by
government and what kinds should be taken by the private s_ctor
One would hope thatthis issue was laid to rest when the Land Remote Sensing
Commercialization Act of 1984 became law. This report is con.¢istentwith the
policies set forth in that act: Operational land remote sensing sh,_uldproceed, if
possible under the aegis of the commercial sector, and weather remote sensing
should continue as a federally funded and managed activity.
UnGIsuch tithe as Public Law98-365is changed, we mustproceed inaccordance
with its directives. The crucial need is to recognize _hesubstaqtial value of earth
remote sensing and to move ahead to develop the resear_:hand operational
programs required if the nation is to take full advantageof L_sspace capabilities.
flNOIMG gl. The priority of earth remote sensing should be reevaluated by the
Executive Branch and by Congress. An effective earth remote sensing proffram
is possible only if adequate funding and a stable budget are assigned to the
program. This will require the attention of policy-setting individtlals within
government.
ql' •
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The U.S. Land Remote Sensing
Program
The NASA program of land remote sensing from space arose with the Gemini
program, which obtained pictures of the earth with geological and agricultural
significance. It was given an impetus by Project Apollo, the U.S. effort to Iz._d
men on the moon. A crucial element of this effort involved the selection of
landing sites on the moon, and for this purpose NASA undertook a precursor
project called "Lunar Orbiter" in which five satellites orbited the moon (in 1966-
(,7) and sent back thousands of pictures of the !unar surface. The instruments
,sed in the Lunar Orbiter were first tested over terrestrial sites that simulated
the lunar landscape, ar,d the photographs thus obtained v,ere compared with
actual measurements on the ground (ground truth).
it -_on became apparent that the photographs could be useful in studying
geology and in mineral exploration on earth, the interest spread to other disciplines
that could benefit from remote observation of the earth--i.e., agriculture, fore,try.
hydrology, cartography, coast and geodetic surveys, and urban planning. This
interest led to the establishment of an earth resources survey program, sponsored
by NASA and assisted by experimenters in universities and elsewhere.'
EARLY LANDSAT SATELLITES
The first satellite devoted primarily to observing the land areas of the earth
was named Earth Resources Technology Satellite-I (ERTS-I). It was launched
July 23, 1972, into a near polar circular orbit of about 900 km altitude, an orbit
that gave complete covet'age of the earth with a repeat cycle oi"18 days. The
satellite carried two observing instruments, one called the Return Beam Vidicon
(RBV) and the other, the Multispectral Scanner (MSS). Both instruments were
focused to observe a strip 185 km wide as the satellite moved over the earth.
*colwell, R. N.. ed. Manualof RemoteSensinl. AmericanSocietyof Photolrammetry.1963.
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i The RBV was a set of three television cameras aligned to observe the same
! scene. The cameras carried different filters that determi,,.ed the three spectral
i bands of the instrument--i.e., blue-green, yellow-red, ard near-infrared. Thus,
I for each scene, the RBV produced three 185 × 185-kin pictures (one in each
t band) with a ground resolution of 80 m.
The central feature of the MSS was a mirror that oscillated in a plane
perpendicular to the path of the satellite, thus continuously sweeping across the
185-kin-wide ground track. The mirror focused the image of a small segment of
J the earth on a set of photoelectric sensors with different spectral responses. For
,i the first MSS, there were four bands, two in the visible regk,n and two in the
i infrared.
i Although the RBV failed after a few weeks, the MSS continuer' to operate for
5'/2 years (far beyond its expected lifetime), and it became the priraary source of
Landsat data. ERTS-I, later named Landsat-l, was the first of five Landsat
satellites, of which the principal characteristics are given in Table l.
Landsat 2, similar to Landsat I, was launched January 22, 1975, and did not
cease operttion until February 1982. Changes were made in Landsat 3, which
was launched March 5, 1978, and operated until March 1983. A fifth band in the
thermal infrared was added to the MSS, but this band did not operate properly.
The RBV was redesigned to use two identical cameras that were aligned to
simultaneously view adjacent 84-km-square ground segments, thus increasing
resolution by a factor of two above the previous MSS and RBV instruments.
For all Landsats, data were transmitted directly to a ground receiving station
when the satellite was within ,'arise of one. When the satellite was not within
range of a ground station, the instruments were turned on and the data recorded
on magnetic tape, within the satellite, in accordance with commands that had
been sent to the satellite by r,zdio.
Ol_ the ground, the data were corrected for radiometric and geometric errors
and then converted by an analog electro-optlcal system to photographic scenes
185 km square. This was a slow, throe-consuming process, and it delayed the
availability of data to ultimate users. NASA distributed Landsat data to its
TABLE 1 _m_¢twl_lcs of Llmdl_ DIItl
Aporoximate
Landsat _ear S_msor Resolution Bands Bits/Pixel
1 1972 MSS 80 m 4 6
RBV 80 m 3
2 1975 MSS 80 m 4 6
RBV 80 m 3
3 1978 MSS 80 m 5" 6
RBV 40 m 1
4 1982 TM 30m 7 8
MSS 80 m 4
5 1984 TM 30 m 7 8
MSS 80m 4
MSS--MulJ_ ScaNter:RBV--RetumBeamVlelcon;TM--ThenWI_ MIq)p_; Plxek-PtctureElement.
"IR Band5 dldnotwod_,
,q,
J
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associated experimenters; a broader distribution was provided by the Department
of the Interior's Geological Survey. USGS established an EROS (Earth Resources
Observation Satellite) data center in Sioux Falls, South Dakota, that made data
available to all customers for the cost of reproduction.
During the first decade of operation (1972-1982), and prior to Landsat 4, the
data had three principal limitations:
I. The spatial resolution was inadequate for some uses such as cartography,
urban planning, and some agricultural studies. However, for other uses such
as hydrology, coastal studies, and mineral exploration, the resolution was
not o¢ prime concern.
2. The choice of spectral bands was not optimum for some of the users because
the choice had been a compromise between the needs of many users.
3. For most users, the time delay in availability of the data was a serious
handicap. For example, in crop forecasting, especially during the growing
season, prompt availability of data (within a few days) is critical. On the
other hand, for geological studies, as in exploration for oil, timeliness is
important only as a competitive element and has little relation to the utility
of the data for analytical purposes.
For more than a decade the operation of Landsat, albeit in an experimental
mode, created a new enterprise with at least a score of uses and hundreds of
users in industry, in universities, and in federal, state, and local governments.
NASA established educatior.ai facilities at several of its centers, principally at
Goddard in Washington, Johnson in Houston, and MTF in Bay St. Louis,
Mississippi, where potential users could come and be trained in the interpretation
of Landsat data, using actual scenes, computers, and display equipment.
NASA at:empted to interest federal agencies in the use of Landsat data as a
way of improving the conduct of their normal functions. The U.S. Departmea:
of Agriculture(LISDA) is responsible for crop forecasting both within the United
States and worldwide. Starting in 1974, NASA, NOAA, and USDA undertook
to use Landsat and other satellite data to predict the world wheat crop, especi_ly I
the production of the Soviet Union, in a program called LACIE (Large Area
Crop Inventory Experiment). Several years later, USDA, NASA, and NOAA !
combined in a long-termprogramcalled AGRISTARS (Agriculture and Resources
Inventory Surveys Through Aerospace Remote Sensing) to extend the use of
satellite data to other crops and to use it regularly in the United States. For
example, the wheat, corn, and soybean production of seven states (Illinois, Iowa,
Missouri, Kansas, Arkansas, Oklahoma, and Colorado) is forecast in this way.
LANDSATS4 AND 5
Landsat 4 was launched July 16, 1982, and initiated a significant improvement
in the quality of Landsat data. The RBV was abandoned and a new instrument,
the Thematic Mapper (TM), commenced operation on an experimental basis. The
Thematic Mapper was a considerably improved MSS. It had seven spectral bands
(rather than the previous four). As in the MSS, the TM employed an oscillating
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mirror which (for TM) scans in both directions, making possible an improved
resolution (30 m instead of 80 m for the MSS) for six of the seven spectral bands
(all except the thermal IR band, for which the resolution was 120 m). Landsat 4
carried a four-channel MSS to provide continuity of MSS data and as a backup
to the TM.
Although the superior quality of the TM data was recognized by many users,
the data were not readily available because development of the ground processing
system had not kept pace with the satellite-borne instrument. Landsat 4 was
plagued with difficulties. Within months after launch, the X-band communications
failed and limited the amount of TM data available. Then cables to two of the
four solar panels separated, thus reducing power and limiting operation to one
instrument at a time, either TM or MSS. The difficulties with Landsat 4 led to
an early decision to expedite launching of a replacement, Landsat 5.
Landsat 5 (containing the same instruments as Landsat 4--MSS and TM) was
launched March 1, 1984, and soon became the primal3 operational source of
data. This is now the only earth resource satellite in operation, and no funds
have been allocated by the government for follow-on satellites (Landsats 6 and
7).
Between 1979and 1982 the responsibility for operation of Landsat was gradually
transferred to NOAA, in the Department of Commerce. At first NOAA was given
responsibility only for the MSS operation, since the TM was considered experi-
mental until 1984, when NOAA also assumed responsibility for the TM. Respon-
sibility for Landsat data handling at the EROS data center in South Dakota was
also transferred, and NOAA was ordered to recover full operating costs through
the sale of data, a result that was never achieved. NOAA increased the costs of
MSS data by a factor of three, but sales fell off by the same factor, so that the
revenue remained about the same. However, NOAA did actively prosecute the
licensing of foreign stations and brought the total to ten: Argentina, Australia,
Brazil, Canada, European Space Agency (2 stations), India, Japan, South Africa,
and Thailand.
THE ROAD TO COMMERCIALIZATION
Also in 1979 NOAA was directed to study whether the private sector could
operate a land remote sensing system in the future. President Carter cited
commercialization of Landsat as a goal of his administration and committed the
United States to providing continuity of data flow from the Landsat system at
least through the 1980s. 2
The Reagan administration decided early in its tenure to accelerate the process
of transferring Landsat to the private sector. In the revised Fiscal Year 1982
budget request (submitted to Congress in March 1981), plans to build Landsat 6
and 7 were dropped in the expectation that the private sector would be able to
launch land remote-sensing satellites by the late 1980s. In July 1981 the Cabinet
Council on Commerce and Trade (CCCT), chaired by the Secretary of Commerce,
2U.S. CodeCongressionalandAdmiaistrativeNews, September1984.
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was assigned the responsibility for assessing (a) the best mechanism for transferring
Landsat to the private sector as soon as possible and(b) whether the government's !
four operational civil weather satellites sttould be transferredat the same time. _
The CCCT met periodically through late 1982, and in March 1983 President i
Reagan announced his decision to transfer the civil land remote-sensing system, i
the civil weather satellite system, and future ocean-observing systems to the i
private sector as soon as possible)
In the fall of 1983both the House and the Senate passed concurrent resolutions i
expressing the sense of the Congress t_.at weather satellites should not be
transferred to the private sector. The Administration's proposal to transfer
weather satellites was finally dropped in November 1983, after the passage of
P.L. 98-166, the Fiscal Year 1984 Appropriations Act for the Department of
Commerce, which contained lm guage prohibiting the use of funds for the transfer. 3
The question of commercialization of land remote sensing remained, and the
need for a policy resolution was highlighted by the gradual and premature failure
of Landsat 4 during 1983and the early launch of Landsat 5 in 1984.These events
dictated that a follow-on of some kind would be needed sooner than expected.
Meanwhile, in May 1983the Department of Commerce had created a Source
Evaluation Board (SEB) for civil space remote sensing to solicit and evaluate
proposals from parties interested in acquiring and operating Landsat and weather
satellites. The SEB issued a draft request for proposals (RFP) for industry
comment that pertained to both Landsat and weather satellites. When Congress
in the fall of 1983 forbade the sale of weather satellites, the RFP was revised to
apply only to the transfer of the land remote sensing system and was issued on
January 3, 1984. Seven bids were received in response to the RFP, two of which
were selected by the Secretary of Commerce for ft:rther negotiation. One of these
two has been withdrawn, leaving on_ company, the Earth Observation Satellite
Company (EOSAT, a joint venture of RCA, Hughes Aircraft Company, and
several other compat,_es), as the sole remaining bidder.
PUBLICLAW 98-385
The Congress recognized that the Secretary of Commerce could not transfer
the Landsat system to the private sector without legislative authority and therefore
in late 1983began drafting the Land Remote-Sensing Commercialization Act of
1984.The House Bill, HR 5155, was finallypa..sed by the House of Representatives
on June 28, 1984, and by the Senate on June 29. The President signed the bill on
JuIy 17, 1984. The act provides for a phased commercialization of land remote
sensing and appropriate federal regulation, research and development, and
archiving of data.
Title I of the act contains findings, purposes, and policies. Title II represents !
the first phase of the commercialization process; the Secretary of Commerce is i
directed to contract for private marketing of Landsat data. The Secretary may i
also contract for private operation of the system. Title III of the bill provides for
3U.S. Co,_ress, House of Representatives. Report 98-647, April3, 1984.
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the second phase of the commercialization, a 6-year transition to full commercial
operation. The Secretary is directed to contract for private development, oper-
ation, and ownership of a follow-on system to Landsat. Title IV provides for
licensil,g, by the Secletary of Commerce, of commcrcial land remote sensing
systems, includingthe follow-on system established underTitle III. Title V directs
NASA and the Departments of Commerce, Interior, and Agricultureto continue
remote sensing R&D programs. Other appropriate agencies are encouraged to
conduct R&D in remote sensing. In Title VI, the Secretary of Commerce is
directed to maintain an archive of land remote sensing data, and the Federal
Communications Commission is authorized to allocate radio frequencies to
operators of remote sensing systems.
The text of Public Law 98-365 is given in Appendix D.
BENEFITSOF THE PROGRAM
The estimate of benefits deriving from the U.S. land remote sensing program
remains one of the program's most cor.,_.oversial issues. In this respect, the
situation has changed little over the past 13 years.
At the very beginning of the Earth Resources Survey Program, from its
inception in 1965 to the launch of ERTS-I (later renamed Landsat 1) in 1972,
large but unverifiable estimates of benefits from space remote sensing were used
to "sell" the programwithinNASA andwithin the administration. Unfortunately,
some of the early flamboyantand unrealizeableprojectionsof benefits later came
back to hauntthe program.Furthermore,no allowance was made in early thinking
for the difficulty in measuring some very real benefits. Despite this, some critics
still point back to those early benefit estimates, and their failure to materialize is
used to denigrate the program.
Following the launchof the firstLandsat spacecraft, better defined cost-benefit
studies were conducted by NASA and by the Departmentof the Interior. However,
these studies drew markedly divergent conclusions, and no consensus emerged.
Today's estimates of programbenefits range from many billions of dollars to a
few million. To understandthat inconsistency, it is necessary to examine some
of the facts about the U.S. land remote sensing programas it exists today.
I. Direct revenues to the U.S. government from license fees and product sales
of Landsat data are small compared with the program's equipment and
operating costs. The cost/revenue ratio is somewhere between 6 and 30 to _ i
I.
2. The land remote sensing program, regardlessof benefitestimates, was never
designed as an enterprise that would make money in the usual commercial
sense. It was set up as an experimental programintended to demonstrate i]
that certain technical systems were feasible. Considered in those terms, the
U.S. land remote sensing program has been a success. A whole new
technology was pioneered--to sense the earth's surface wi_h some detail
from outside the atmosphere, return the signals electronically, reconstruct
them to image format, extract information via computer processing, and
disseminate the data widely, and to do so routinely and regularly with
'\
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synoptic coverage of almost the whole planet. Considered as science, the
Landsat program is difficult to criticize; considered as business, it has, not
surprisingly, fallen far short.
3. The United States was the pioneer in remote sensing of natural resources
from space and held the leadership position for 13 years without challenge.
The position will change in 1985, when the French satellite, SPOT, will
offer observing instruments that are in some ways more advanced than any
flown in the U.S. civilian program.
4. Despite its experimental nature, the Landsat program has had widespread
i application. Successful, cost-saving uses of the data have been made inmany fields: geology, agriculture, forestry, environmental monitoring, land
use, rangeland management, urban analysis, and a score of others. A handful
of successful applications, drawn from several discipfines, are described in
more detail in Appendix B. Two points should be made here about these
examples. First, they are examples and in no sense an exhaustive list of
uses; second, the repetitive use of the techniques described in Appendix B
in an operational mode is hindered by lack of guaranteed continuity of data.
Practical users will not allow themselves to become dependent on an
intermittent or possibly disappearing data source.
The critics of the land remote sensing program from space will generally admit
all the points made above. However, they have a powerful argument against
continued government involvement or subsidy of the program, as follows: If the
data derived from the Landsat program are valuable, then they are valuable to
some group of users; therefore, that group of users should bear the cost of the
program, rather than the general taxpayer. On the other hand, if the data are not
commercially valuable, then why should the program be continued?
Two elements have been ignored in this argument. First, "value" has been
equated with commercial value. Societal benefits and scientific values are not
considered, nor are such general questions as the country's technological
leadership position, international prestige, or future needs for a comprehensive
time-sequenced geographic data base. Second, it is assumed that the value of the
Landsat data can be estimated explicitly, using some technique such as cost-
benefit analysis. In practice, Landsat data are seldom used in isolation. Even in
the examples quoted in this report, Landsat data normally formed part of a suite
of data that, taken together, make possible the application. When use of Landsat
data takes place in such a situation, assignment of a specific dollar value to that
role becomes difficult or impossible. And yet, in the opinion of most users of
Landsat data, it is precisely in this role that it will be most often used and finally
be most valuable. To some degree, remotely sensed data are analogous to census
data. The U.S. Census cannot be jl:stified by looking at the revenues generated
from the sale of census tapes to t!le general public. It is justified because census
data havc thousands of uses, permeating all branches of industry, academia and
government and making definite but unquantifiable contributions to all. In the
same way, the use of data about the surface of the world has minor or major
uses in thousands of applications. It is the natural-science analog of the demo-
graphic information on this country provided by the decennial census.
e
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Seen from that point of view, the argument that the United States canjust as
•,r well buy its space-derived land data from the French or Japanese is badly flawed.
i Guaranteedcontinuity of (and access to) data will be beyond U.S. control andt
i. the formats and types of data will be dictatod by the needs of the foreign
programs, which do not necessarily serve U.S. needs.
i In summary,quantifyingthe benefits of the U.S. land remote sensing program
i: remains difficult. The value of the programcannot be equated to the revenues
! derived from direct sales or the fees paid by foreign ground receiving station
operators. The program's value derives from data use in a broad range of
industries, from its scientific co,ltributions, fromthe partit plays inthe worldwide
position of the United States as ._technological leader, and from the availability
of data to address a wide range of future problems--from assessment of natural
disasters to the long-term changes in soils, rainfall, erosion, pollution, and land
use. A failure to include consider_,tionof thc_ considerable elements of public
good in assessing the benefits of the U.S. lan,:l remote sensing prngr-',,mfrom
space will inevitably produce a she;t-sighted e,/aluation.
FINDINGgll. The economic and societal benefits of an operational land remote
sensing programcould be substantial. Although a commercially viable market
for the data does not exist today, there could eventuafiy he such a m=,-ket.
However, considerable training and experience are re 4uired to use the data
effectively, and industrial managers would have to become familiarwith the value
of the data. This is an educational process that could only occur slowly over a
period of many years.
AFTERLANDSAT5: WHATTHEN?
Sometime in the next few years, Landsat 5 will cease operation. '_ill a
t replacement satellite be in orbit or be ready for launching soon thereafter?
Probably not. Landsat 5 has already been in orbit for over a year; its remaining
lifetime ca only be estimated. The spacecraft builder estimates a to al lifetime
I of about 3 years; NASA considers a Landsat successful if it lasts 18months, but
other Landsats have lasted as long as 5 years. It will take at least 3 years (from
a go-ahead to m_nufacture) to produce a replacement for Landsat 5, either by
the government or by a private operator. Hence, a gap of a year or more in the
availability of new Landsat data appears to be likely.
When users of Landsat dataare asked to list their requiren_-nts, most of them
will give top priority to "continuity of data," which means a continuing supply
of photographs and computer-compatible tapes of scenes that were taken a few
days before delivery of the data. Most users would prefer that such photographs
and tapes contain data in a format similar or identical to the data they have been
using in the past, andfor most users this now means MultispectralScanner data.
But there are alternatives, should new MSS data become unavailable. The
French SPOT is scheduled to begin providingdata in late 1985.Although its data
will be different from MSS, SPOT has some highly desirable qualities, such as
\
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higherresolution(20m foramultispectralcolormodeandI0m forapanchromatic
black-and-whitemode)andthepossibilityofoff-nadirviewingofthelandscape.
Moreover,a limitedamountofdatacanstillbeobtained(asbeforeLandsat)by
aircraft-borneinstruments.So therearewaysoffillingthegap,butmany users
wouldconsiderthema lesseralternativetoa continuingsupplyofMSS orTM
data.
Users are divided about their desires with respect to the quality of fodow-on
data. Many will want data similar to what they have been receiving-i.e., MSS
or TM data. Some, however, desire improvewent: higher resolution, more and
different spectral bands, and stereoscopic views of the scene.
Almost all users desire easier availabilityand more rapiddelivery of the data.
Delivery depends heavily on the ground processing system, and, in the view of
many users, development there has not kept pace with the development of
spaceborne instruments. Some users need the data within a few days after being
transmitted from the satellite, and this has been l_sib_e only _'ousers who
received the data directly from the satellite.
Easier availability is desired not only for newly acqui_d data but for data
taken in the past. Many observers will want to compare a scene taken recently
with a scene taken a month, a year, or a decade before. This need is facilitated
by what is called an archive, but archiving alone is not sufficient. What most
users want is a data base. An archive implies a collection of data but does not
necessarily mean there is a way to access the data on a reffalar basis. A data
base, on the other hand, implies that there is a regular and systematic capability
to access the data.
In view of the forgoing requirements, which represent a consensus of users'
viewpoints, the Board is convinced that the long-term future of land remote
sensing inthe United States is best served by a tranfserof operational responsibilit_
to the private sector. Government subsidy during the early years of private
operation is necessary and appropriate. As we point out in ensuing paragraphs,
there is not today a sufficient market for Landsat data to support the acquisition
and distribution of such data. Development of such a market will take time--
perhaps a decade--but the eventual success of a private Landsat enterprise
depends on it. To be successful, private operation must eventually become self-
supporting.
Time is of the essence. Landsat 5 is the only remainiy.goperating satellite, and
no successor is currently being built or will be built until the question of transfer
to the private sector is settled. Even if this is done during the current year, a gap
in availability of new Landsat data is hound to occur unless Landsat 5 has an
unexpectedly longer than normal lifetimo--i.e., 4 to 5 years. In the meantime,
foreign competition is imminent from France, Japan, and eventually other
European nations. A promptdecision on transferto private operation, and in our
view a favorable one, is in the public interest.
FINDINGXlII.The total multiyear funding that the federal government is willing
to provide for the commercial operation of U.$. land remote sensing has been
set by the administration at $250 million. At this level of federal support, it
appears unlikely that operation by industry can ensure continuity of new data
availability or improvement in the quality of the data.
o
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_,,_,--.,--,_,-,_,,_u_-PThe government should accept the best industrial proposal
that it can obtain at the present time, if such a proposal provides for operation
of the system over the next decade and will produce at least two follow-on
satellites that provide data of quality equal to existing Thematic Mapper data.
XIV.Time is of the essence. There is no replacement for Landsat 5,
now in orbit; a launchdate (November 1985)has been set for the French Landsat,
. namedSPOT(Systeme Prohatoire d'Observation de la Ten'e). Unwarranteddelay
in resolving the future of the U.S. land remote sensing programwill result in a
sap in the avall_ility of new data and a loss in market position for the United
States.
M0_NWlWndMl_n:If the proposal for industrial operation is accepted, the d_-
velopment of successor spacecraft should be expedited. If the proposal for com-
mercial operation is re);cted or is withdrawn, then NOAA should begin im-
mediately to plan for continuation of operations beyond the present Landsat 5.
Uitm t)evs,opm.nt
If Landsat operations are to be transferredto the private sector, and we believe
they should be, then the development of a viable commercial market for data is
essent_,alto success and to continued operation by private enterprise. One could
ask why, in 13 years of._F_ration, the Landsat program.hasfailed to produce
such a viable mar_zet."Ilu_e reasons are of prime importance:
I. There is not a widespread unoerstanding of the value of remotely sensed
data. Some oHcompanies, some farmers, some fishermen, and some stat_ and
local governments use Landsa_data, but they are a small minorityof the potential
users. Why has not their use ex_mded? Why has not the competitive advantage
these users are alleged to have gained spurred others to enter the market? In
1983, 75 percent of the revenue from the sale of U.S. Landsat data came from
federal, state, and _ governments. U.S. industry accounted for only 9 percent
of the Landsat data sales revenue in 1983.4 Much of the market that now exists
was created through the efforts of NASA, in cooperation with other federal
agencies, but this effort has been curtaliod in recent years--a severe loss to J
remote sensing.
2. The unprocessed Landsat data have |imited value. What has much more
value is the informationderived from Land,, , data after a lengthy and often very
expensive process. It has takenthe U.S. oil mdustry6 to 8 years to develop the
analytical and interpretive techniques and the applications models that make
Landsat data useful to it today. But it is the unprocessed data* that are being '!
offered for sale, now by the federal government and eventually by the private
sector. It is revenue from the sale of unprocessed data that must support an
acquisition and distribution system. This problem is central to an understanding
Report by the ComptrollerC.mmm_of the United States. GAO/RCED 84-93, Febnmry 24, 1964.
* Sigh dlita In usuldly Ixoceuod to ilgcxlpoNtteIMOinetr/csad _tric _| but ca be
consideredunproceu_withreupectto_'_.irultimateu_e.
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of why Landsat has failed to create a viable market. It is also the most
underappreciated fact of life about land remote sensing.
3. Societal values (in addition to commercial values) result from the use of
Landsatdata. Societal values are those that accrue to the public and often cannot
be measured in terms of dollars. Commercial values are those that accrue to
individuals or corporations through the marketingof a product or service, and
their value can be measured in dollars. In manygovernmental functions, societal
values predominate--that is why their support by tax dollars is justified. The
U.S. Census is _, example; weather satellites are another (as Congress has
recently decided_.But Landsatfalls somewhere in between, with values to society
as well as marketable, commercial values. Hence Landsat requires participation
by hotit governmentaland private sectors and cooperation between these sectors.
FINDINGXV. The growth of a viable commercial market for Landsat data is
essential to the future success of U.S. land remote sensing. In the Board's
opinion, this objective is more likely to be achieved throngh the transfer of
operations (including marketing)to the private sector. As previously noted, such
transfershould take placeas soon as possible, providedthatsatisfactory algeement
is reached between NOAA and a private operator on the terms of such a transfer.
DIRECTIONSFOR THE FUTURE
NASAOwmopmnm
Public Law 98-365, Title V, directs the Administrator of NASA to continue
and to enhance remote u.nsing research and development by conducting exper-
imental space remote ;_nsing programs and by developing remote sensing
technologies and techniques. Although NASA continues to do some of this R&D,
it is not conducted on a scale comparableto ea.,ier efforts,when NASA was
responsible for operating an experimental system and providing data to users. A
reorientation of priorities to place greateremphasis on R&D for new sensors and
systems that support land remote sensing will be required if NASA is to meet
the objectives of Public Law 96-365.
Although this report calls on NASA to increase its research and development
in remote sensing, there are at present several NASA developments that hold
promise for enhancing the value of land remote sensing data. 'l'wo instruments
were flown in an experimental mode in the space shuttle in October 19S4;they
a_-ethe Large-FormatCamera (LFC) and the Shuttle lmalPng Rndar-B (SIR-B).
"i'heLFC is a high-resolution photngrammetriccamera with a 23 × 46-cm format.
This was the first flight of the LFC, and a number of excellent pictures were
obtained, one of which is reproduced on the cover of this report.
SIR-B is an uplpaded version of the L-band Synthetic Aperture Radar (SIR-
A) flown on the second space shuttle in 1961.The ',ynthnticAperture Radarwas
first used in Seasat in 1978, and it yielded excellent pictures, not only of the
oceans but also of land masses. In the visual and infraredspectra, where most
observations have been made in the past, cloud cover has always been a serious
limitation, but clouds are almost tnmsparent to L-hami radiation, and hence the
........ ..... ///
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SyntheticApertureRadarcan operatecontinuouslyregardlessofcloudcover
andinthedarkaswellasindaylight.
Althoughthecapabilitiesof theThematicM_pper representa significant
improvementinthespectralnd spatialresolutionofLandsatdata,thereisa
needforevenhigheresolution.Themostpromisingapproachforfuture,systems
isthepushbroommode.Inthismode an arrayofsolid-statesensorsislocated
atthefocalplaneoftheinstrumentandthemotionofthesateEitesweepsthe
arrayofsensorsacrossanimageofthegroundsceneinapushbroom-likemotion.
An earlytypeofpushbroominstrumentistheMultilinearAr a_,(MLA),which
was beingdevelopedinNASA buthasrecentlybeencurtailed.The instrument
tobe usedby theFrenchintheSPOT satelliteus sa multilinearar aysensor
system.
Futuresensorsystemscouldprovidesignificantimprovementin spatial,
spectral,sadtemporalresolutions.Inpresentinstrumentsthespectralresponse
isfixedintheinstrument'sie -.,butfuturedevelopmentscouldprovidethe
abilityto selectand w _,ctralresponsesin flight,husenhancingt_e
instrument'_research.,q_Dilities.Itwouldthenbe possibletodeterminethe
optimumspectralsignatureformonitoringaparticula_resourceorfor_!:tinguis_x-
ingbetweenvariousmineralsor variousorganicsubstances.NASA's JetPro-
pulsionLaboratoryhasundertakena long-termdevelopmentprogramtoproduce
suchan instrument,animagingspectrometer.
omm mmm
Considerable attention has been attracted by the Frettch Systeme Probatoire
d'Observationde la Terre, almost always referred to by t_ acronym, _;POT.This
will he an earth-observation satellite in a near polar orbit at an altitude of 800
kin. It is scheduled to be launchedby the Europe_utthree-stage rocket, ARIANE,
in November 1985.The French have undertaken a vigorous campaign to market
SPOT datatl_ _ghout the worldand especially in the United States. The satellite
will contain two identical instruments, each operating in either of two modes: (a)
a three-band multispectral color mode, in the visible and near-infrared,with a
ground resolution of 20 m, and (b) a black-and-white panchromatic mode with a
Wound resolution of 10 m. As previously noted, SPOT employs a multilineax
sensor arrayand uses the pushbroom mode of operation.
The National Space Agency of Japan (NASDA) has obtained Landsat data
since the start of the programin 1972. Japan now operates an earth station that
receives datadirectly from Landeat5 anddisseminates itto government agencies,
universities, and private industry in Japan. NASDA has undertaken the devel-
opment of a series of earth-observing satellites; the first of these, the Marine
Observation SateiSte I (MOS I), is scheduled to be launched in the neax future.
The spacecraft will have an orbital altitude of 900 km and will carry three
instruments, a multispectral electronic radiometer to measure sea surface color,
a visible and thermal-infraredradiometer to measure sea surface temperature,
and a microwave scanning radiometer to measure atmospheric water content.
The Europe_ Space Agency has developed a large re_,arch facility called
Spacelab to be installed in and flown by the space shuttle Orbiter. Spacelab
\
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consists of a pressurized compartment that houses personnel and equipment and
a space-exposed platformto accommodate sensing instruments. Of the numerous
experiments to be performed within the Spacelab, two are of particularinterest
to remote sensing. The first of these is a metric camera developed b_/Zeiss in
West Germany and similar in operation to the American large-formatcamera, in
a further development, the metric camera will have motion compensation, and
the focal length will be increased from 30 cm to 60 cm. The second instrument
is the microwave remote sensing experiment (MRSE), which is intended to
measure backscatter from the ocean surface and also surface temperature.
Canada is developing a RADARSAT, scheduled for launch in 1990, that will
carry a C-band or L-band synthetic aperture radar. This satellite is designed to
provide information that disting,ishes frozen from open ocean and that aids in
forestry, geology, hydrology, and agriculture. Other nations considering devel-
opment of remote sensing satellites are the Netherlands, India, and the Peoples
Republic of China.
Aoplicatlons R&D
Applications R&D is needed, and we recommend that NOAA sponsor a
programthat includes (a) th_ systematic evaluation of Landsat data by potential
users, (b) the identification of new sensor requirements, (c) the development of
user models, and (d) the improvement of data formats.
For example, a typical resem'ch prolp'anifor model development mightconsist
of three phases. During Phase I, one might address the question, "What spectral
bands would permit distinguishing between different types of carbonates and
different types of clays?" Data to arrive at this decision could be drawn from
university studies. Phase 2 might address the question, "Can the signatures
identifiedin Phase ! be identified in a natural setting by sensors on board aircraft
or spacecraft?" Because of the diversity of nature, this requires actual testing of
sensor systems. Phase 3 could then address the question, "In what ways can
data that differentiate between different clays and carbonates be used effectively
in geological exploration?" This last phase is important and yet is almost
completely ignored by government programs because of the assumption that
industry will do it.
There are two majorreasons why the government should sponsor applications
R&D of this nature: First, such studies require a systematic evaluation of large
amounts of data: second, when private organizationsconduct these studies, they
usually keep their successful results secret.
FINDINGXVI.The full value of land remote sensing will be realized only if there
is continued R&D to create new sensors and to learn how to use the data they
will provide. A private-sector operator cannot be relied on to fund and conduct
the necessary research. Additional R&D needs to be spo-sored by the federal
government.
_mlndmtlon; ;_elpu'dlessof whether the Landsat operational system is
transferredto the private sector or remains a government responsibility, NASA
0
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shouldreorientitsprioritiestoplacegreateremphasison researchtodevelop
new sensorsand sys'?-:._.,supportoflandremotesensingactivities.
Na_M_sMndilon: Whether or not Landsatoperationsare tra:Isferredtothe
privatesector,NOAA shouldsponsorand funda researchand development
programthaiincludes(a)thesystematicevaluationofLandsatdataby potential
users,(b)theidentificationof ew sensorrequirements,(c)thedevelopmentof
usermodels,and (d)theimprovementofdataformats.
.qp
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Remote Sensing
The first experime,tal weather satellite was launched by the United States a
quarter of a century ago. Since that time, research sensors in space have played
an ever-increasing role in efforts to understand the behavior of the earth's
atmospheric and oceanic environment, and operational sensors on weather
satellites have becot _e essential components of our observing system for both
operational and research use.
Substantial advances have occurred in the technology for making qualitative
and quantitative observations of environmental parameters from space. Today,
operational weather satellites use visible and infrared sensors to provide images ,
of cloud systems, day and night, from bo'h low-altitude (polar orbiting) and
geostationary levels. Operational sensors also determine the temperature of land, +
ocean, and cloud surfaces, together with the vertical distribution of temperature
and moisture throughout the depth of the atmosphere. Atmospheric winds are
deduced from the motion of clouds, using sequential images from geostationary
satellites.
The quality, frequency, spatial coverage, and resolution of the observations
make this information extremely valuable for developed ar_+assuch as the United
States. The data ate of equally great importance for the oceans, polar regions,
and less-developed land areas, where satellites often provide the only accurate
information about the physical environment.
Under normal conditions the United States has four operational weather
satellites in near polar, sun-synchronous* orbit. Two are operated by NOAA and
two by the Department of Defense. In addition, NOAA normally has two
operational satellites in geostationary orbit, one over the western Atlar.tic, the
other over the eastern Pacific. The system of four civil satellites provides data
that have helped bring about a substantial improvement in weather prediction on
* In a sun.synchronousorbit,foreach daylilihtcros,._, of theequatorthe anlglebetweenthesun's
rays_d the 8round(or solarlishtinl)is the same.
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time scales of I hour to several days. The two DOD satellites provide essential
information for defense purposes. There is a full and timely exchange of data
between the civil and inilitary sectors.
UrJike weather observations, ocean remote sensing measurements are largely
in the R&D state, although some of the infol'mation provided by operational
weather satellites (such as the temperature of the ocean sdrface) is of substantial
value to oceanographers. Research has already demonstrated that a valuable
operational ocean remote sensing system is possible and c,_uld become a realit/
during the coming decade. SEASAT, an ocean research satellite flown by NASA
in 1978, showed the powel of active microwave sensing for oceanic purl;-oses.
SEASAT carried three different types of radar devices .*o measure wind speed
and direction near the ocean surface, as well as waves and ocean currents. These
observations, together with ea-';er "proof of concept" missions, demonstrated
that ocean measurements i'rom satellites can be made with accuracies and
resolutions consistent with the research and operational needs of oceanographer_.
Neither atmosphere nor ocean remote sensing programs can afford to remaih
static. New and er.citing remote sensing capabilities are technically feasible; some
of these are now being developed or are in the planning stage. Plans for R&D in
ocean sensing include TOPEX, a NASA experimental program designed to
measure (from a satellite in inclined orbit) the mean elcvation of the ocean surface
with a degree of accuracy sufficient to make it possible to determine (from
geostrophic relationships) the direction and speed of ocean currents. 3-OPEX
would also test improved sensors to measure wind speed and direction and wave
characteristics at the ocean surface.
In the atmospheric sciences, recent advances include the VISSR (Visible
Infrared Spin Scan Radiometer) Atmospheric Sounder (VAS). This was originally
an experimental sensor system designed to measure the vertical distribution of
atmospheric temperature and moisture from geostationary orbit. The first VAS
instrument was placed on an operational weather satellite launched in 1981. The
VAS experimental system was successful, and the observational program is now
being converted to operational status.
Ongoing atmospheric R&D includes NASA earth radiation _,ensors now de-
ployed to measure the incoming (solar) and outgoing (earth) radiation, as part o_"
the Earth Radiation Budget Experiment (ERBE), and the development of
experimental sensors desigtied to improve understanding of the upper atmosphere.
NASA plans to launch the Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite (UARS) in
1989.
Research on new sensors, and the use of these sensors to improve our
understanding of the behavior of the atmosphere and the oceans, is an important
part of the atmosphere-ocean remote sensing program. But a number of questions
i remain. The catalog of possibilities for new sensor development is large. Some
very promising techniques, such as the use of microwave sensors that enable us
to "see" through clouds, do not seem to be receiving the attention they merit.
Several fundament-,d questions can be raised about the national program. Is
the level of effort devt,_ed to new sensor development adequate? Is the choice
of priorities appropriate? What should be the balance between the development
of the next generation cf operational sensors and the development of specialized
- i
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sensors that are useful for research but have no forseeable impact on the t
operational program? I
The following sections address these and other policy questions. There will be !
no attempt in this part to recite the history of atmosphere-ocean remote sensing
or to review in detail ongoing research or operational Frograms. Rather, the i
discussion will emphasize specific topics or issues important to the future of the i
programs where the Board's ce,mments may be useful to decision-makers.
THE VALUE OF ATMOSPHERE AND OCEAN OBSERVATIONS
FROM SPACE
The level of funding that the government is willing to allocate to earth remote
sensing is strongly related to the immediate or potential value of such obser_:ations.
The Board's first finding (discussed in Part 2) addresses this issue by stating in
part: "The earth remote sensing program has demonstrated that the timely
acquisition of data from satellites can result in significant social, economic, and
scientific benefits." This finding is valid for _tmosphere and ocean observations
as well as for broader earth remote sensing programs.
Understanding the physics and chemistry of the atmosphere and the oceans,
and being able to accurately observe and predict their behavior, is a matter of
major economic importance in today's complex world. Historically, man's major
concern was to protect himself against a frequently hostile environment. Prediction
of local, life-threatening conditions--intense precipitation, tornadoes, hurricanes,
severe wave conditions, storm surges----was a major concern. Today, with
improvement in understaiMing of the dynamics of the atmosphere-ocean system,
we aJc equally concerne- xith larger scale phenomena such as regional droughts
or anomalies like E! Nino that can affect fisheries and cause global variations in
climate for periods as long as a year.
The development of modem technology has, to a limited degree, reduced man's
vulnerability to a hostile environment. But as technology has evolved, a new
phenomenon has been observed: the vulnerability of an overstressed system of
social activity to even modest environmental hazards. For example, the modern
commercial aircraft, considered as an individual entity, is comparatively immune
to usual weather changes, yet an overburdened air transportation system can be
seriously disrupted by comparatively minor snow or fog conditions that close
one or more major airports. The same kind of exposure exists for the effects of
fog, rain, snow, or ice storms on municipal transportation; of drought, flood, or
freezing weather on overs_ressed food or energy distribution systems; or of storm
surges on highly developed coastal communities.
Today we are also concerned about man's effect on his environment. How will
climate change as a result of the increase of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere
resulting _rom the combustion of fossil fuels? How much will the acidity of
precipRation be reduced by a contemplated program that limits sulfur emissions
from industrial plants? Which regions will benefit most from the effort? How
extensive and how debilitating to the biosphere are the effects of global (or local)
pollution of the oceans? Major policy decisions involving the expenditure of
t
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substantialfinancialand humanresources rest on the answers to these and similar
questions.
Oursociety is concerned about the behaviorof the atmosphere-ocean environ-
ment on all time and space scales, rangingfrom the local thunderstormthat lasts
I a few minutes and plays havoc at a local marina to a global rise in sea levelssociated with long-term climatic change, and from the flash flood that disrupts
[ t the life of a mountaincommunity to the majordrought that severely reduces food
t production over an entirecontinent. To provide informationto help guide society
in its dally work or in its long-term planning, accurate global observations must
I be made of the atmosphere and the oceans, and this cannot be done without an
effective weather and ocean sa llite mo itoringsystem. As a result of its ability
to providemore information,with higheraccuracy, at lower costs, a sophisticated
satellite system will inevitably be 'he nterpiece of the observing system f the
future.
_ The stakes are high. It has been estimated that in an average year the economy
of the United States loses about $20 billion in damages due to inclement weather
'one.' This figure does not include the tremendous untapped benefits associated
with improved industrial, agricultural, and public policy decision-making that
would result from better understanding and improved predictions of the environ-
ment, nor does it include the intangiblebenefits to the public of better environ-
mental information or the reduction/n death and injury from more timely and
accurate forecasts.
By way of comparison, the cost of the existing operationalcivil weather satellite
program is about $250 million per year, but costs of satellite and sensor
construction, launching, an,t operation have been growing rapidly. The mainte-
nance and improvement of the atmosphere-ocean satellite system (includingthe
provision of adequate oceanic data) must be accompanied by a careful review of
the total earthviewing p-ogram, to increase efficiency and eliminate unnecessary
costs. Expenditures can be moderated in a variety of ways; several of these are
discussed in following sections.
Another factor must be considered. The technology to develop and iinprove
earth-viewing satellites has, until now, been primarily created in the United
States. This is equally true of land remote sensing and of atmosphere-ocean
remote sensing systems. As noted elsewhere in this report, the land remote
sensing programin this country has stalled, at least temporarily. Sensor technology
developed by U.S. research but never used on U.S. spacecraft will probablybe
deployed first on satellites launched by other countries. The Board belie,,o_ that
if thls experience is repeated in atmosphere and ocean remote sensing, the
economic and political leadership of the United States will have suffered an
unfortunate and unnecessary setback.
The immediate and potential value of atmosphere and ocean sensing is clear.
The Board believes that an expanded programof operations and research is in
the national interest and should be mounted as an established part of the space
program.
TheNationalSTORMProgram.UniversityCorporationforAtmosphericResearch,1983,p.26.
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INTRAGOVERNMENT INSTITUTIONAL ISSUES
What are the prospects for more rapid improvement of our atmosphere and
ocean remote sensing capability? As noted previously (see Finding Ill, in Part 2
of this report), the difficu;ties are not technical. Problem areas center on
institutional and policy issues. The most vex/rig of the institutional questions are
intragovernmental.
The Roles of NASA and NOAA
For more than 2 decades the cooperation between NASA and NOAA in earth
remote sensing was exemplary. This cooperation was based on an interagency
agreement developed during the early days of the weather satellite program. As
noted in Part 2, NASA a_d NOAA worked together under the agreement to
establish the requirements for new sensor development. NOAA, as the agency
responsible for the operational program, took the lead in setting observational
requirements. NASA, as the agency with the premier engineering capability,
moderated the priorities by analyzing the technical feasibility of needed instru-
mentation. When a technical objective was established, NASA provided funds
in its budget _o develop the new sensor and procure a prototype. Subsequent
sensors, beyond the prototype, were funded by NOAA.
A similar cooperation existed with regard to spacecraft. When the need for a
new series of satellites was established, NASA funded the development of the
first satellite, launched it, and turned it o_,;r to NOAA for operation. NOAA
funded subsequent spacecraft in the series. The two agencies were partners in
fashioning the operational satellite program.
In 1981 NASA ceased to support R&D for the operational weather satellite
system. There may have been many reasons for this change. The support of the
operational program required NASA resources that could have been used in
other activities. Probably, as the NOAA satellite effort grew and its managers
became more experienced, the feeling developed within NASA that NOAA should
budget for the entire cost of the operational program. After all, NASA could
continue to provide engineering support as necessary., if NOAA would transfer
the necessary funds to support the effort.
It is possible that the new relationship between the two agencies would have
worked, except for two developments. First, NOAA found itself unable to win
resou_'ces from the Department of Commerce and the Office of Management and
Budget to fully fund the required engineering support program. And second,
NASA, once it decided to abandon the direct operational support role, tended to
concentrate on fundamentally oriented space research that had only a delayed
relevance to immediate operational needs.
Today there is an unfortunate gap in the national program. Neither agency is
actively and effectively developing the next generation of operational sensors or
satellites--NOAA because it is short of both money and engineering talent, and
NASA because it has chosen a different set of priorities.
The problem seems to be financial: to identify within the federal budget the
funds necessary to provide engineering support for the operational program. In
j
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reality, the problem may be a more fundamentalone that has plaguedmanagers
in many different organizations: how to develop and maintain an approl_riate
level of cooperation between operations and research in an organization with
both responsibilities (in this case the federal government).
NOAA is an operational organization, stimulated by practical requirements.
NASA prides itself on its R&D capability and is stimulated by a scientific or
engineering challent_ _nearth remote sensing, the two organizations, whatever
their level of funding, will tend to drift apartunless there is some overlap in their
talents and responsibilities.
The Board believes that an appropriate level of cooperation should and can be
structured, to the mutual benefit of both agencies. The sharp distinction between
operational and resea_h satellites has become blurred in recent years. To cite
two examples, experimental VAS sensors developed by NASA were first flown
on a NOAA operational satellite in 1981, and, as a part of the Earth Radiation
Budget Experiment (ERBE), NASA ex erimental sensors were launched by
NOAA on an operational satellite in 1985.The Board has recommendedthat this
kind of multiple use of spacecraft and downlinks be increased (see Finding X
and its related Recommendations in Part2). ff this happens, the operationaland
rea:arch programs will become more interdependent (as they should be), and a
strttctured,positive cooperation will become easier to achieve.
Many different forms of the relationship could be developed. The Board favors
one that will keep the major costs for the operational programs within NOAA
but will directly involve NASA in the operational programin a mannerconsistent
with its R&D orientation.
Both of these objectives could be achieved if a new interagency agreement
could be drawn up that would require NOAA to fund all operational systems
except the development of pew operational sensor prototypes--an area in which
NASA has shown creativity in the past. NASA, in consultation with NOAA,
would fund the program to develop new sensors for atmosphere and ocean
measurement. NASA would provideother engineering supportonly if there were
an appropriate and mutuallyagreed-upon interngency :r_nsfer of resources.
Ifsuch a programof cooperation could be established, togetherwithmultingency
use of both NOAA operational satellites and NASA earth-orbitingspace platforms
(as recommended by the Board), there would probably be sufficient interaction
between the operational and research programs to reestablish and maintain an
appropriate level of cooperation in earth remote sensing between these two key
civil agencies.
The Rokm of HOAA and DOD
A second intragovernment problem concerns the relation between the civil
(NOAA) polar orbiting satellite system and the Defense Meteorological Satellite
Program (DOD). The question has repeatedly been raised whether these two
systems are redundant and whether cost savings could be achieved without
compromising the legitimate requirements of either the civil or the defense
communities.
The Board does not propose to examine this issue. It was extensively
I
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investigatedontwodifferentoccasions(morethanadecadeapart)bytwodifferent
administrations. In each instance, the conclusion reached was that there was a
legitimate need for both systems. The Board is wilting to acce:,t this conclusion.
The assumption that parallel civil and military polar oroiting systems will
continue to exist does not elimiuat_ the need to compare these two systems and
to see if constructive changes caa be made. At present the systems do not provide
adequate back-upfor each other. For example, the atmospheric soundingsensors
on the DMSP satellites are unsuitable as an emergency back-up for the civil
system, should unexpected launch or instrumentfailures occur. Similar deficien-
cies may exist in the civil system with respect to meeting military needs.
The Board believes that the NOAA and DOD polar orbiting programs should
be carefully reevaluated to determine whether (with proper attention to the
system design) the two systems could become more satisfactory as emergency
back-ups for each other. The additional cost should be small; the additional
assurance of observational continuity should be beneficial to both communities.
Defense plans for the Navy Remote Ocean Sensing Satellite (NROSS) will
raise new questions about possible redundancy between civil and military
programs, especially if DOD moves to estabfish NROSS as a full-_ledgad
operational program. Oceanographicremotesensing is at tooearlya state to
resolve these questions now. It is perhaps suff_ient to note that (as is the case
in meteorology) the civil andthe militarycommunities each have legitimate needs
for remotely sensed ocean observations, that these needs are not fully congruent,
and that each community would benefit by the existence of an emergency back-
up. As the civil and mifitaryoceanographic observing systems evolve, care must
be taken to assure complementarity and emergency back-up while avoiding
unnecessary redundancies.
g_fll. Four federal agencies are involved in atmospheric and oceanic
_ remote sensing: NOAA and NASA in the civil sector and the Air Force and the
Navy in the Department of Defense. Agency parochialism has introduced
unnecessary inefficiencies into the total effort.
!_ _: NASA, inconsultationwithNOAA, shouldfunda basic
! programto develop and demonstrate new research and operational sensors for
atmosphere and ocean measurement, and NASA and NOAA should cooperate
! to ensure the transfer of new technology to operations. As part of a federal plan
I for earth remote sensing, NOAA should provide spare for NASA R&D sensors
on its operational spacecraft; NASA should provide space for NOAA operational
sensors on the Spare Platformsplanned as part of the space station program.
I_;eomnmndotlon: NOAA and DOD, whilemaintainingseparatecivil andmilitary
operational satellite systems, should consult and cooperate more closely in the
design and management of their space- and ground-based systems. Such steps
could provide assurance that, if one system fails, the other could be used as a
temporary back-up to fulfill minimum mission requirements.
/
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GOVERNMENTAND THE_AllE _'OR
Other institutionalissues affect the atmosphere-ocean remote sensing program.
These involve government and various parts of the private sector.
The research community, especially within the universities, has a _ stake
in the atmosphere-ocean remote sensing program. It is essential that there be a
highdegree of interactionbetween the academic community, NOAA, and NASA.
The usefulness of remotely sensed atmosphere andocean informationincreases
primarily as a result of research undertaken at universities. NASA and NOAA
must sponsorresearch to interpret the collected data(in the case of an experimental
system) or to improve the ability to !_:_pret and use the observations (in the
case of an operational system). Earth remote sensing is still in its infancy.
Progress requires adequate facilities, support for intaginafive research, and a
healthy progn_ of graduate-level instruction to train the leaders of tomorrow.
The timely flow to research institutions of observations from both R&D and
operational satellites must be assured to stimulateand facilitate creative research.
It has already been noted that progress in the atmospheric and ocean sciences
depends to an ever-increasingdegree on satellite information.Operat_uai satellite
observing systems are importantnotonly forweather forecasting; they areequally
needed to better understand the physics of the atmosphere. Therefore, it is
essential that the observational needs and priorities of research scientists he
taken into account when changes in the operational observing systems are being
planned, as well as when priorities for space research and development arebeing
decided.
NOAA, as an operational agency responsible for weather and ocean services,
has been deficient in building a strong relationship with the research community.
NASA has been substantially better in this regard, but there is room for
improvement.
RMOHG }0tiM.Federal agencies, especially NOAA, do not sufficiently interact
with the academic community in carrying out their atmospheric and oceanic
remote sensing programs.
I_mmvM_n: Programs to support academic research facilities, student
training, and scientist visits and exchanges should be increased. The timely flow !
to research institutions of data from both operational and R&D satellites should .... •
be assured. .....
_: Research scientists at the universities and in government
should be consulted with regardto the design of(and plans to improve)operational
satellite systems. These systems provide informationnecessary to advance basic
science.
f
The commercial sector is another part of the national economy with a direct
interest in the informationobtained from atmosphere-ocean remote sensing. A {
growing community of private and consulting weather and ocean service com-
"%" I Ill II III
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patties uses remotely sensed observations in prepm_g specialized _n_'ormation
for clients. The level of use of such satellite-derived information !s growing in
volume andsophistication. As an example, one commercialcompanynow receives
data directly from NOAA 8eostationary weather satellites, processes the data
stream, and markets pictures and film-loops of weather systems to television
stations all over the United States.
As industry, asriculture, and local government learn how to use weather and
ocean information more effectively, the demand will steadily rise for weather
forecasts and displays based (at least in part) on remotely sensed informat_n
from polarorbiting and geostationary satellites. This process can be accelerated
by the effective marketing of such information by weather and ocean service
companies. NOAA has been helpful in encouraging commercial u_ of satellite
data streams. This should continue to be the policy of the federal government.
FINDING gig. The commercial sector has made only limited direct use of
atmosphere andocean remote sensing observations. The value of this information
to the nation _,,ld be considerably enhanced through the efforts of the private
sector.
Rec_lmlli_at_m: Furtherdevelopment of a value-added industry that uses (or
enhances) and markets remotely sensed data should be encouraged. A necessary
requirement is a federal commitment to the continuity and timely dissemination
of satellite observations.
SOME POLICYCOIMMDERATIONS
Organizationalproblemshave been cited as contrib, ting to the present lack of
vigor in the civil atmosphere-ocean remote sensing pro_aw. But the difficulties
extend deeper than this. Some of the problems relate to policy issues that are
complex and vexing.
One such policy issue is the definitionof the boundariesof federal responsibility.
How deeply should the United States government be involved in the "business"
of taking atmosphere and ocean observations and of preparing and disseminating
weather and ocean informationand forecasts? Almost everyone would agree that
the f_leral government has some responsibilities in this arena, as a result of the
impect of the physical environment on public safety and health. But how far do
government responsibilities extend, and to what degree can some functions be
taken over by the private sector?
This is far too complex an issue to be adequately discussed in the present
report. But it is evident to the Board that differing views on this policy question
cause some of the problems faced by atmosphere-ocean remote sensing. The
contrast with othes"parts of the space programis notable. If programs such as
space astronomy and planetary exploration are to exist, government must fund
them. Clearly, no other institution is interested enough and has sufficient resources
to take on the task. But what about programsthat improve the ability to describe
the behavior of the atmosphere and the oceans? Information derived from these
/
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programs is extremely valuable, not only to government but also to industryand
agriculture. To what extent should the private sector help pay for these efforts?
This question was pa_ially addressed by the Land Remote Sensing Commer-
cialization Act of 1984, now Public Law 98-365(see Appendix D), which prohibits
federal sale of operational weather satellites. The Board accept_ this decision
and has recommended that the federally managed atmospheric remote sensing
programhe extended to include ocean remote sensing.
The United States needs a strong operational atmosphere-oceanremote sensing
system and should move vigorously to implement such a program within the
constraintsimposed I_yPL 98-365.This country cannot affordto allow differences
in social philosophy and public policy to delay constructive action indefiniteiy.
When the space station and its associated Space Platforms are in orbit during
the coming decade, operational (as well as research) atmosphere and ocean
remote sensors should be using these new platforms.
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' AcronymsI:
AGIIJISTAI_ Agriculture and Resources Inventory Surveys Through
Aerospace Remote Sensing
CCCT Cabinet Council on Commerce and Trade
COPA]RSS Committee on PractimdApplications of Remote Sensing
From Space
CZCS Coastal Zone Color Scanner
DMSP Defense Meteorological Satellite Program
, DOC Department of Commerce
DOD Department of Defense
! DO! Department of the Interior
EO6AT EarthObservation Satellite Company
EPA Environmental Protection Agency
ERBE Earth RacGationBudget Experiment
EROS Earth Resources Observation Satellite
ERTS Earth Resources Technology Satellite
FCC Federal Comw_micationsCommission
GIS Geographic Intornmtion Systems
GOES Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite
GSFC Goddard Space Flight Center
HRIS High Resolution InfraredSounder
JPL Jet Propulsion Laboratory
LACIE Large Area Crop Inventory Experiment
LFC Large-FormatCamera
Landmt Land Remote Sensing Satellite
MAGSAT Earth's Magnetic Field Satellite
MLA Multil/nearAr ay
MO8-1 Ma,_ne Observation Satellite !
MlP.SE Microwave Remote Sensing Experiment
MSS Multispectral Scanner
MSU Microwave Sounding Unit
NASA National Aeronautics andSpace Administration
NASDA National Space Agency of Japan
[ NESDIS National Environmental Satellite, Data, and Information
Service
NOAA National OceanicandAtmospheric Administration
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NRO6S Navy Remote Ocean Sensing Satellite
I_F National Science Foundation
OMB Office of Management and B_dget
RBV Return Beam Vidicon
Request for Proposals
SAB Space Applications Board
SAg Synthetic Aperture Radar
SEB Source Evaluation Board
SIR-A, B Shuttle Imaging Radar-A, B
SPOT Systeme Probatoire d'Observation de la Terre
SP,S Statistical Reporting Service
TIROS Television Infrared Observation Satellite
TM Thematic Mapper
TMS Thematic Mapper Simulator
TOPEX The Ocean Topography Experiment
UAI_S Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite
USDA U.S. Department of Agriculture
USGS U.S. Geological Survey
VAS VISSR Atmospheric Sounder
VHRR Very High Resolution Radiometer
VISSR Visible and Infrared Spin-scan Radiometer
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APPENDIX A
Charge to the Committee on
Practical Applications of Remote
Sensing From Space
It shall be the Committee'_ objective to recommend to the Space Applications
Board strategies for NASA and NOAA activities related to remote sensing of the
earth (land, oceans, and atmosphere) from space, designed to assure that the
needs of practical users of remotely ,,_nsed data are adequately reflected from
the beginning in planning of research _nd/or development programs for remote
sensing from space.
To implement the objectives stated above, the Space Applications Booxd has
requested the Committee to prepare a report that
1. Recommends what the objectives should t_eof the civilian program in remote
sensing of the land, the oceans, and the atmosphere.
2. Gives examples of the benefits that have been and may be derived from
remote sensing.
3. Describes the existing situation in civil remote sensing in the United States.
4. Presents strategy for improving the future outlook for U.S. remote sensing
of the land, the oceans, and the atmosphere.
5. Draws conclusions and makes recommendations derived from items 1,2,3,
and 4 above.
52
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APPENDIXB
Examples of Benefits of Land
Remote Sensing
In this Appendix we present seven examples in which land remote sensing
images or data have been used beneficially, i.e., to enhance the return on an
investment, to reduce the cost of a survey, or to achieve a result not otherwise
attainable. The examples axe drawn from the fields of agriculture, mineral
exploration, engineering planning, cartography, geodesy, and geologic mapping.
These are only a few of the many fields of endeavor that could and do benefit
from the use of Landsat data. These examples are presented to give the reader
some insight as to how remotely sensed data are used in several widely different
applications.
POTATO GROWERS USE LAND_C,T1
The Columbia Basin, located in central Washington and north central Oregon,
contains from 500,000 to 700,000 irrigated acres and is the location of a significant
portion of the nation's potato industry, in recent years the region has cultivated
from 120,000 to 140,000 acres of farmland with potatoes for the fresh and
processing markets.
Potatoes axe a high-r;sk, high-reward crop that demands close attention to the
many de_ails of growing and marketing. Potato growers know the value of accurate
information regarding their own fields for production management and for timely
information regarding the regional, state, and national crop for marketing deci-
sions.
There are many sources of information and predictions regarding acreage,
production, and quality. A common reference point is the series of USDA reports,
but in addition there are statistics developed by market analysts and grower
organizations. Potato processors also conduct detailed field surveys early it, the
i Lamb.FrankG.. Presk:nt. EasternOrelonFanninlCompany.ImIon. OTelon,privatecommu-
nicatiO¢l,February10.1_5.
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season. By midsu-'_er there are several sets of acreage predictions available,
and they invariably indicate differences large enough to be significant in the
market. At the same time weather, irrigation, and fertility problems as well as
diseaseandinsectsbeginadverselyaffectingsomeof thefields.Thereare man_,
reportsandrumorsof theseoccurrencesandmuchspeculationabouttheirextent
andtheimplicationsonoverallcropperformanceandmarketprices Theseevents
occurat a time whengrowersand processorsarefully occupiedandare unable
to repeattheextensivegroundsur_eysthat wouldbe necessaryto documentthe
severityandex_entof the problems.
Potatomarketschangesignificantlywithrelativelyminorchangesinproduction.
The volatilityisoftenincreasedasa resultof inadequateorinaccurateinformation
regardingcropacreageand condition.Price swingscan go in either direction,
andbothprocessorsandgrowerswouldbenefitif theseverityof pricevariations
couldbe reducedby the availabilityof more timely and accurateinformation
regardingthesizeandconditionof thecrop.
Onepotatofarmerhasrespondedto thissituationbyestablishinga microcom-
puter-basedimageprocessingfacility inthebasementof hishome.He is utilizing
datafromrepetitivepassesof Landsatto monitorthedevelopmentandcondition
of theColumbiaBasinpotatocropand hascontractedwith a potato processor
anda groupof potatogrowersto providethem with regionalinformationfor the
1985growingseason.
FigureB-I is anexampleof theanalysisperformedononesmallportionof the
region.Similaranalysescan be performedover the entire ColumbiaBasinand
summarizedstatisticallyto providecrop information.This procedureis more
efficientthanthe alternativeof extensivegroundsurveys.
The area shownis approximately8 x 13kin. The circularfieldsare approxi-
mately800metersindiameterandcontainapproximately52hectares(128acres).
Digital valuesfor the near-infrared(MSS band 7) reflectancewere dividedby
thosefor the red (MSS band5) reflectanceto allow displayof data from two
bandsfor eachacquisitionandto enhancevariationsinvegetationvigor.June3,
1984, data are coded blue. June 27 arc green, and July 5 are red.
Wheat and barley appearblue because they were healthy in early June but had
little green foliage as maturity approached in late June and early July. Potatoes
generally appear yellow (red + green); there was little vegetation in early June,
but by late June and early July they wei_ growing strongly. Variationin the color
of the potato fields indicates differences in stage of growth or stress from a wide
variety of causes. Corn appears dull orange or red because it was the slowest
crop to develop. Alfalfa displays a wide variety of colors becaJJse of the many
diff,.rent stages of growth on :_ch date as a result of the patterns of harvest and
regrowth.
These particularfeatures are to be noted in Figure B-I:
A. A field of potatoes with the eas_ side showing stress in early July because
the foliage is being dried out to mature the tubers for harvest.
FIGUREB-1 Multltmn_rJImaoo_thtcenterplvotk'rigatNtw_md_ InnoMhcentralOmg_.
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B. Early-season potatoes with the west side of the fields being dried out for
harvest.
C. A corn field, the center of which had not d_veloped at the same rate as the
balance of the field. The pattern of nonuniformity indicates that the problem
is likely due to a series of plugged sprinklers at the center of the sprinkler
system.
SATELLITE DATA ENHANCE CROP PRODUCTION ESTIMATES 2
The U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) is responsible for preparing a
series of forecasts of crop production. The traditional approach is to develop
acreage estimates based on extensive samples taken by ground survey. These
acreage estimates are then combined with estimates of yield to determine
anticipated production. Periodic updates of weather conditions, insect and disease
infes,,ations, and other factors affecting production provide the basis for revisions
in the prediction as the crop season progresses.
Early attempts at replacing this traditional approach with one based on using
data from Landsat met with failure. The new technology was unproved and
represer.ted a radical departure from established practice. In recent years,
however, experience has shown that crop production estimates are enhanced by
combining the traditional approach with information obtained from satellite
observations.
For the 1983 crop year, acreage estimates of major crops from seven states
were calculated by combining Landsat-4 MSS data with ground data. The seven
states were Arkansas, Colorado. Illinois, Iowa, Kansas, Missouri, and Oklahoma.
Crops included were winter wheat, corn, soybeans, rice, and cotton. The ground
data consisted of information on crop field acreages obtained from the USDA/
SRS (Statistical Reporting Service) June Enumerative Survey (JES). The estimates
that used both Landsat and JES dat_, avelaged about twice as efficient as those
based on the JES data alone. SRS has reduced the project cost per state associated
with using Landsat data from $305,000 in 1978 to $120,000 in 1983.
Acreage estimates are combined with predictions of yield made by crop growth
models to obtain estimates of oroduction by area. The traditional method is to
obtain information required fo_ input into the crop models from observations
made by a series of weather stations. This information is limited because it is
based on point observations. Satellite sy:tems provide an improvement in accuracy
because of their ability to average observations over large areas. Meteorological
quantities that are needed for crop models and that can be produced from satellite
data include estimates of precipitation, daily temperature extremes, canopy
temperatures, insolation, snow cover, and vegetation indices.
The combination of data from traditional ground observations with those from
Landsat and weather satellites is providing the USDA with the ability to efficiently
provide more accurate crop production estimates.
_AGRISTARS Annual Report, Fiscal Year 1983. 3s;C-1892f,, National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, Lyndon B. Johnsm_ Space Center, June 1984.
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FIGUREB-2 Zhungeercoalslurrypipeline.Alternativeroutesare indicatedbythe heavyblackline.
COAL SLURRY PIPELINEIN CHINA3
Space-derived, remotely sensed imagery offers a valuable new tool in siting
pipelin,:s,transmission lines, roads, andother structures 'hat traverse inadequately
mapped territories. For example, an engineering study for a new 800-kin pipeline
in the Peoples Republic of China was made recently using Landsat imagery. The
information obtained from this study provi'_ed preliminary planning for route
selection by an American company preparing to bid on the construction of the
pipeline in China.
The information, obtained from digitally enhanced Landsat imagery, included
general topography, land use, general geology, geologic hazards, methods of
excavation, dewatering estimates, and subsidence potential. A preliminary eval-
uation of all of these factors was prepared on the basis of digital image processing
of Landsat data. Traditional methods for obtaining preliminary engineering data
require topographic map coverage of the route, aerial photographs, and geologic
maps, but these data were not available. Field studies to obtain them would have
required 6 months of delay and increased the total engineering study cost by a
factor of two.
Figure B-2 is a composite of five MSS images of northern China; alternative
routes for the pipeline are indicated by the heavy black lines.
3McClure, Cole R., Bechtel Corporation, private communication, July 24, 1984.
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LANDSAT AIDS OIL DISCOVER _' IN MICHIGAN'
Exploration for oil and gas in the Michigan Basin is difficult. Up to 200 m of
relatively young glacial till mask the geological structures that lie underneath.
Even the collection of seismic data, designed to yield information about subsurface
structures, is difficult in glacial till, which _bsorbs much of the energy that is
reflected back to the surface by rock strata beneath. Structural mapping with
Landsat MSS imagery overcame the problems presented by glaciai till in a cost-
effective manner.
In 1975 a geological exploration company performed a Landsat s:udy of an
area in Bay County, Michigan. This study began with the mapping of a long
linear feature from two different types of ,_omputer-enhanced images. The liperx
feature was suspected of being a fault that followed a northeast-southwest trend
from the southeastern corner of Saginaw Bay. Examination ofothc_ linear features
and drainage patterns interpreted from the Landsat images, and a study of the
few well logs available near the previously unexplored area, led to a hypothesis
that the suspected fault marked the edge of large down-dropped blocks (graben)
that probably was the controlling factor in the origin of Saginaw Bay. This block
was suspected of dipping toward the northeast, i.e., toward the bay.
The company tried to sell the Saginaw Bay study to petroleum companies but
was unsuccessful because the companies then involved with petroleum exploration
in Michigan were unfamiliar with and skeptical of satellite data. In 1977 a few
iadividuals agreed to obtain oil and gas leases on both sides of the hypothesized
graben. One year later they reached an agreement with an independent oil
company to perform seismic evaluation and drilling.
Twenty-five line miles of seismic data were collected in the vicinity of the
suspected fault at a cost to the oil company of approximately $125,000. (By
comparison, the Landsat study had cost $25,000). Figure B-3 is a structural
contour map interpreted from seismic data on the top of the Devonian-aged
Dundee Formation. It shows seismic confirmation of the fault mapped from
Landsat data indicated as a dashed line. Figure B-4 shows three-dimensional
contour maps of the seismic return times from the tops of the Dundee Formation
and a Cambrian-aged stratum. These figures give evidence that the Cambrian
rock strata dip toward the northeast, which supports the interpretation of a graben
structure dipping toward the northeast. Drilling at the point designated "2" in
Figure B-4 led to discovery of a new oil field, expected to result in 90 to 100
producing wells. Without the Landsat study, it is likely that more than 150 line-
miles of seismic data at a cost of about $750,000 would have been required to
come to the same interpretation using seismic data alone.
Vincent, R. K., and D. H. Coupland. Petroleum exploration with LANDSAT in Bay County,
Michigan: An interim case study. Pp. 379-387 in Proceedings of the 14th Internationa_ Symposium
on Remote Sensing of Environment, April 23-30, _980.
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FIGURE B-3 Structuralcontourmap interpretedfrom seismicdata on the top of the Devonian-aged Dundee Formation.
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FigureB-4 Three-dimensionalcontourmapsof theseismicreturntimesfromthe topsof the Dundee
FormationandaCambrian-agedstratum.
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LANDCOVER MAPSFOR SEISMIC SURVEYUNES IN SUDAN5
An international oil company was examining a large exploration concession in
the Sudan. The limited coverage and poor quality of existing topographic maps
of the area prompted the company to construct drainage maps using digitally
enhanced Landsat imagery at the beginning of the project in 1975. In addition,
comprehensive geological, soil, and vegetation maps had been constructed, chiefly
fromaerial photographs. These maps were used for planning seismic data collection
activities, and they proved adequate for several years.
However, as the program extended into the heart of the Sudd Swamp, it
became apparent that more terrain detail was required. A manual interpretation
of digitally enhanced, false-color Landsat images resulted in a map showing
varying wetness conditions of the area. In addition to the 1:250,000-scale color-
composite images, l:i00,000-scale enlargements were used in the base office as
well as in the field for planning and navigation.
Swamp buggies--specially designed vehicles for use in marsh or swamp areas--
were used to transport recording equipment and personnel in the seismic survey.
As the survey operations progressed deeper into the swamp, tall and massive
stands of papyrus and bulirush began to slow the operation drastically. These
reed stands, ranging from6 to 12ft high, became entangled in the drivemechanisms
and filled the gear boxes of the swamp buggies. Frequent breakdowns resulted,
and much time was lost in cleaning out and repairing the drive trains.
More reliable advance knowledge of vegetative types and patterns was needed
to avoid the largest stands of the troublesome reeds. New computer-compatible
tapes of Landsat images were acquired. Computer classification techniques were
used to develop categories of ground cover, such as water hyacinth, bullrush,
wet bullrush, dry grass, wet grass, and natural levee. Maps were then produced
showing the various categories in difl_ ".ntcolors.
The vegetation classification prove_ _ be of great value. In the field it was
used as a navigational aid in both airborne and tracked-vehicle scouting missions.
In the field office it was used to great advantage for designing seismic lines to
avoid the worst problem areas. After these maps were introduced, swamp buggy
downtime was reduced to near zero, and progress on the survey improved
dramatically. The maps were used ultimately to aid in planning well sites and
access routes. A major oil discovery on this concession was reported in 1983.
The use of digital Landsat imagery to support oil exploration in difficult areas
is becoming more common, especially in less developed countries. Present
explora';on activities use techniques similar to those described here, but modified
for particular areas and problems.
GEOLOGICMAPPINGOF INOONESIAWITH RADARIMAGERY6
Geologic maps of lrian Jaya, Indonesia, were compiled in the early 1960sby
field reconnaissance with the aid of available aerial photos. However, because
Vandenakker, J., and J. Ryan. Landsat application for geophysical field operations. Pp. 71-74 in
Proceedings of the International Symposium on Remote Sensing of Environment, Second Thematic
Conference: Remote Sensing for Exploration Geology, Fort Worth, Texas, December 6-10, 1982,
Vol. I.
Sabins, F. F. Geologic interpretationof space shuttle radar images of Indonesia. American Association
of Petroleum Geologists Bulletin, Vol. 67, No. II, 1983, pp. 2076-2099.
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of the persistent cloud cover in the region, air photos were incomplete, and many
parts of the area could not be mapped. Better geologic maps were required for
petroleum and minerals exploration. Although the all-weather capability of
airborne radar imaging systems had been used in other parts of the region to
extract geologic data, the cost of airborne radar data acquisition is very high,
and a more cost-effective me_hod was sought.
The NASA space shuttle mission in November 1981 acquired images of parts
of lrian Jaya, Indonesia, with a synthetic aperture radar system called SIR-A.
The imagery has a resolution of 38 m (125 ft) and a swath width of 50 km (31
miles). Both lithologic and structural information were interpreted from !:250,000-
scale SIR-A images.
Despite dense vegetation cover, six major terrain types could be identified.
These correspond to carbonate rocks, clastic rocks, volcanic rocks, metamorphic
rocks, melange complexes, and alluvial deposits. Geologic structure is recogniz-
able at two different scales. These include major tectonic elements such as fold
belts, basins, and uplifts at a regional scale and individual faults and folds on a
more local scale.
The application showed that radar images acquired by the space shuttle can
readily be used for geologic interpretation of persistently cloud-covered regions,
even in the presence of dense vegetation. The acquisition of radar imagery by
satellite or shuttle eliminates the operational and economic difficulties often
encountered in airborne radar surveys.
LANDSAT AIDS CARTOGRAPHY, MAPPING, AND GEODESY
The United Nations reported recently that only about 42 percent of the earth's
land area (other than Antarctica) has been developed. 7 In many less-developed
countries, neither topographic nor planimetric mapping is adequate. According
to the United Nations? these mapping needs at medium to large scale are not
being met by conventional mapping techniques. In particular, lack of funds and
rugged terrain limit the conversion of aircraft images to usable maps.
Satellites have yet to collect data of sufficient resolution to allow precise
mapping in undeveloped regions. Adequate topographic contours of unmapped
regions cannot be provided without stereoscopic viewing with high positional
fidelity 9-n°.nnand such systems have not as yet been flown except for the large-
format camera. The LFC has produced significant coverage suitable for stereo-
7InternationalSocietyfor Photogrammetryand RemoteSensing,WorkingGroupIV/3,Committee
for "Acquisitionand Processingof SpaceDatafor MappingPurposes,"June1984,p. 2.
WorldCartography,Vol. 17,p. 3, 1983.
9Colvocoresses, Alden P. An automatedmappingsatellite system (Mapsat).Photogrammetric
EngineeringandRemoteSensing,Vol. 48, No. 10,October1982,pp. 1585-1591.
.0Welch, Roy. Mapaccuracyrequirements:The cartographicpotentialof satellite imege data.
Proceedingsof the NASA Workshopon Registrationand Rectification,Jet PropulsionLaboratory
Publication82-83,1982,pp.215-223.
" Welch, Roy, and W. Marko.Cartographicpotentialof a spacecraftline-arraycamera system:
Stereosat.PhotogrammetricEngineeringandRemoteSensing,Vol. 47, No. 8, 1981,pp. 1173-1185.
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scopic use. Depth contours, or bathymetry of shallow seas have been determined
i:_several areas by mapping satellites.
Although the accurate measurement of the die,ensions of the earth for mapping
reference systems has undergone major advances using earlier satellite systems,
satellite geodesy is still needed to establish ground-control points in inadequately
su,-veyed regions of the world. In the past, thematic mapping, concentrating on
land use, has been very expensive when prepared from conventional sources,
but it is necessary on a renewable basis for land development and information
on the distribution of food and housing. With Landsat imagery, the cost of each
new land use map has been greatly reduced." The need continues for more
geologic mapping to establish lineaments and mineral districts, and remotesensipg
from space has accelerated this work.
During the period that Landsat has been operating, scores of image maps (as
opposed to image scenes), formatted to match the scale and coverage of published
topographic maps, have been prepared and published, for cities ranging in
topography and populatioa from Wenatchee, Washington, to Washington, D.C.,
and for nations ranging from Nep_! io the United States.
An example of how a satel!i_e image can serve as a cartographic product is
shown in Figures B-5 and B_. A I: 100,000-scale map served as a reference, and
the Landsat-4 TMsubimage was processed to have the saeaescale and cartographic
projection. The processed image is a current representation of the San Francisco
area, and can be used to update and correct the map. :3
The improved resolution of the thematic ma.pper (of Landsats 4 and 5) over
the earlier Landsat multispectral scanners has ma,'lea marked change in product
qt,ality. With SPOT's still higher resolution beginning in 1985, mapping from
s_ce will more nearly approach aerial-photographic quality, but the United
States may be on the sidelines of this technological advancement.
Landsat imagery has been used to chart reefs, shallow seas, and changes in
marine shipping channels for oil tankers. '4 Pollution from oil slicks, thermal
changes, and other types of pollutants have been tracked and mapped. Both
temporal and permanent updating of coastal and navigational charts result.
t2Short, Nicholas M., Paul D. Lowman, Jr., Stanley C. Freden, and William A. Finch, Jr. Mission
to Earth: Landsat Views the World. Washington, D.C.: National Aeronautics and Space Adminis-
tration, 1976, pp. 7-11.
_3Bernstein, R., J. B. Lotspiech, H. J. Myers, and H. G. Kolsky. Analysis and processingof Landsat-
4 sensor data using advanced image processing techaiques and technologies. IEEE Trans. Geosci.
Remote Sensing, Vol. GE-22, No. 3. May 1984, pp. 192-221.
" Mack, Pamela E. The Politics of TechnologicalChange: A History of Landsat.Doctoral dissertation,
University of Pennsylvania, 1983.
Overleaf:
FIGUREB-5 San Franciscoarea thematicmappersceneID E-40168-18143,December31, 1982
(con,_ctsdandenlargedimage).
FIGURE B-6 San Franciscoarea thematicmapperscene I[_E-40168-18143,December31, 1982
(enlargedimagewithmapoverlay).
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Examples of Benefits of Remote
Sensing of the Oceans and
Atmosphere
Inthis Appendix we present examples showing how remotelyo,.ased information
about the earth's oceans and atmospherecan assist several practical and scientific
endeavors. The fields of interest in these examples are weather monitoring,
marine transport, commercial fishing, estuarine pollution, ocean dumping, and
climate studies. These are only a few of many practical and scientific activities
that can and do benefit from remotely sensed datr. about the atmosphere and
oceans. The data used in these examples and in other applications are often a
mix obtained from land, ocean, and weather satellites and also may be combined
with ground truth observations made at the surface.
THE USE OF SATELLITEIMAGERYFOR MONITORINGHURRICANES,
FLASH FLOODS,AND TORNADOES
Meteorological satellite imagery is now routinely used to detect and monitor
hurricanes as well as intense convective storms over land that can produce
tornadoes and flash floods. Techniques developed by research meteorologists are
the basis on which empirical analyses of these storms are routinely made.
One technique, developed by meteorologist Vernon Dvorak, uses satellite
imagery to estimate the strength and development of tropical cyclones. A second
technique, used to determine precipitation rates in flash flood events, was
developed by Rodefick Scofield and Vincent Oliver of NESDIS. Forecasting of
tornadic storms was greatlyimprovedin the early 1970swhen scientists discovered
that intense thunderstorms, which often spawned tornadoes, had a specific
signaturein satellite imagery.
66
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Hurrlclmm: TI_ I)_,d( Technklue_
Meteorologists use infrared or visible satellite images of tropical cyclones
(depressions. tropical storms, or hurricanes) to determine their intensity by
relatingcertain cloud features to "model" storms of known in:ensity in various
stages of development. The cloud features that are measured for comparison
include the diameter of the central dense overcast of the storm, the diameter.
shape, and imbedded distance of the eye if one exists, the concentric coverage
and intensity of spiral feeder bands, and the relative change in time of all these
features. By analyzing a hurricaneusing the Dvorak technique, the meteorologist
gets an estimate of the central pressure and maximum sustained winds of the
storm, as well as a feel for the storm's change in intensity.
The intensity of each storm is rated using the Dvorak "'T-number" scale---the
higher the T-number, the more intense the storm. Figure C-I shows a composite
of five stages in the de_,_lopmentof a hurricane, each annotated with the current
T-number.
Fluh Floods:The Scofleld-OIIverTechniqu_ .`,s
Most flash floods in the United States are caused and sustained by heavy rains
that fall from very active deep convective storms of small geographic area
(mesoscale) in the warmseason. Flash flooding is also common, however, under
veryactive butslow-movingsynoptic, orlarge-scale, frontalsystems. The Scofield°
Oliver technique was originally used for estimating rainfall rates in the active
mesoscale systems. This technique has been expanded in recent year_ to include
enhanced methods forestimating precipitation fromtropical weather systems and
winterstorms.
The technique empirically relates rate of growth of the coldest tops of vigorous
convective clouds, as measuredon specially enhanced satellite imagery, to rainfall
rates. Using half-hoprly GOES infraredimagery, meteorologists determine how
rapidly clouds residing in an atmospheric environment favorable for sustained
heavy rains(high moisture inflow, weak winos aloft, convergent low-level outflow
areas, etc.) are developing. The meteorologist examines other cloud signatures
of intense precipitation(e.g., diffiuent cirrus aloft) and estimates rainfallrates to
tenths of an inch per hour for areas as small as about 20 km2. These estimates
' Dvorak, Vernon F. Hurricane intensity analysis usingMciDAS. Pp. 164-165inProceedingsFrom
the 16thConferenceon Hurricae;sandTropicalMeteorology,May 14-17,1995,Houston,Texas.
=Dvorak, Vernon _. Tropical cycloneintensityanalysisand forecastingfrom -atellite imagery.
MonthlyWeatherReview, Vol. 103,No. 5, May 1975,pp.420-4_0.
JScofield,R. A., and V. J. Oliver. A Schemefor E_timatingConvectiveRainfallFrom Satellite
Imagery.Washington,D.C.: U.S. DepartmentofCommerce,NOAA TechnicalMemorandumNESDIS
86, 19"??,pp. 47,
' Scofield, R. A.. and L. E. Sl_yd. Jr. A Technique That Uses Satellite. Radar and Conventional
Dam for Analyzing Precipitation From Extratropical Cyclones. Washington. D.C.: U.S. Department
of Commerce, NOAA Technical Memorandum NESDIS 8. 1984,p. :51.
Spayd. L. E., Jr.. and R. A. Scoficld. A Tropical Cyclone Precipitation EstimationTechnique Using
Geostationary Satellite Data. Washington. D.C.: U.S. Department of Corhmeree, NOAA Technical
Memorandum NESDIS 5, 198_,p. 36.
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FIGUREC-I Fivestagesinthedevelo_nentof6 hurricane.
can be accumulated over a specific grid (e.g., a state map with county boundaries),
and storm totals can be generated. Flash flood thresholds (how much rain a gi' n
area can absorb in a 3-hour period before flooding) are distributed by the Natio.,al
Weather Service daily for each forecast zone within each state. When the satellite-
estimated precipitation approaches the threshold level, these ,_'stimates become
a vital part of watch or warning decisions in local forecast offices.
............ _' .................. ".......................... "........... I I nn .................... _ .... ,........
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Figure C-2 shows a very active mesoscale convective complex ove_ south-
centr_,l Pennsylvania that deluged Johnstown, causing a catastrophic flood on
July 20, 1977. The s_,ecial stepped enhancement, based on derived cloud
temperature in the infrared imagery, delineates the coldest, most active top_ of
the complex.
Severa Thunderstorms and i ornadoes
Although tornadoes cannot actually be forecast or analyzed trom satellite
imagery, the developmeat of severe thunderstorms that spawn tornadoes can be.
077,0 20JL77 t 3E- 1MB 00991 1,£0G1 ]IBS
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FIGUREC.2 Mesoscaleconvectivecomplexoversc,uth-centralPrnnsylvaniathat causedcatastrophicflooding=n
JohnstownonJuly20,1977.
..........."j
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Certain cloud signatures in the satellite imagery provide clues to the imm_nent
genesis and ensuing propagation of severe thunderstorms and sq'aall lines.
Meteorologists have learned to recognize a V-shaped wedge of deep cumulus
clouds a_ a general shape of severe-weather-producing clouds. Theodore Fujita 6.7
showed that extreme upward motions in tornadic thunderstorms induced rapid
vertical cloud growth, causing overshooting turrets above the tropopause. While
not always a ce'-tair.: 7, severe weathermincluding large hail, damaging winds,
and tornadoes--is often associated with such overshooting tops in a V-shaped
wedge on satellite imagery. Other cloud signatures, such as intersecting low-level
outflow boundaries from active neighboring thunderstorms, are often foci for
severe weather and are observable only by satellite.
The fac', that clouds can be analyzed at rapid intervals (5 to 15 minutes) in data d
void areas between surface reporting stations makes GOES imagery an irreplace-
able tool in severe weather forecasting. This is especially true considering the
relatively short life cycle of tornadic storms.
Figure C-3 shows a classic line of rapidly developing severe tFunderstorms
over Ohio and northwest Pennsylvania that devastated many communities on
May 31, 1985.
SEA-ICE MONITORING: SEA TRANSPORT OF PIPELINE MACHINERY
IN THE ARCTIC OCEAN 8
Construction of the Trans-Alaska oil pipeJine and development o" the North
Slope oil field required ocean transport of heavy, bulky machinery from Seattle
to h'udho Bay, Alaska. This maclainery was much too bulky and heavy for land
transport, especially in the fragile Arctic environment. Many large sea-going
barges were loaded with critically scheduled equipment at Seattle and other ports
_ and towed into the southern i,.e-free part of the Bering Sea each year, usually in
June, to aw_,,, the brief 2- to 6-week period of open water around Point Barrow.
This period of open water is caused by a summer shift in prevailing winds that
_. c_thses the Arctic Ocean ice pack to retreat northward, leaving a narrow opening
. -- ._ ._ of na_dgable_water around the northwest tip of Alaska at Point Barrow. This
weath'ei: oattcrn is well established and can generally be predicted for mid-July
z., - ..., or later. The usual practice was to have the barge trains arrive in the Bering Sea
._,.. ...... . staging area in early July and await ti,c openir, g. Daily aircraft flights augmented
..... -,-..,. wea_her-ot)servations at P,a_-Bm'ro.w and other locations r.!ong the route.
- l._e-spring and early-summe'_storms disr'_pted the normal pattern in i975, an
especially critical year in the constrdction schedule. The expected July opening
a. 1lip ,
. 6 Fujita,TheodoreT. Manualof Downburs:Identificationfor ProjectNI_/IROD.SMRPResearch
PaperNo. 156,May 1978,p. 103.
' Fajita,TheodoreT. TheDownburst,the MieroburstandMacroburst.ProjectReportsandNIMROD,
SMRPResearchPaperNo. 210, 1985, p. 125.
- "a_q'_'ley,M. A., co-principalinvestigatorfor the remotesensingproject.Fromunpublishedfilesand
corresponde,.:e.
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FIGUREC-3 A classicline of rapidlydeveloFingseverethunderstormsoverOhioand northwestPennsylvaniaon May
31. 1985.ManycJmmunitlesweredevastatedby thestorms,
of the route did not happen, and by early August the situation was becoming
critical. A decision had to be made to either continue to wait and risk closing of
"hesouthern escape route by early ice or to immediately return the barge trains
_o, Seattle. Abandoning delivery would result in a year's delay in pipeline
completion and in delivery of oil to the United States. Also delayed would be
!1 I I[ L
_lrA_ J .... '' _ _ill
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billions of dollars of revenue to the oil companies and the resulting inflow of
taxes to federal and state governments.
Analysis of daily weather satellite imagery showed encouraging, if subtle,
changes in weather patterns that might lead to a mid- or late-August opening. It
was decided to wait another week before ordering the barges hack to Seattle.
The encouraging trends continued, and the decision date was set back another
week. In that final week, the first signs of opening occurred. The ice retreated
long enough to get the barges through and save the critical construction schedule.
Most of the empty barges made the return around Point Barrow and back to
Seattle, although a few were locked in ice for the winter at Prudho Bay.
The region is under cloud cover much of the time. Meteorological analysis of
cloud movement obtained from satellite imagery provided much of the data in
the 1975 situation. Satellite radar systems, *o be. launched in the 1980s, will
provide direct observation of sea ice regardless of cloud cover. They could yield
data fo: the equipment-shipping decisions that will be made in the future.
i COMMERCIAL FISHING: TUNA CATCH AND OCEAN COLOR !
Tuna fishermen in the Pacific are using satellite ocean color images to optimize
their search for albacore tuna and to gain substantial savings in fuel and time.
Rising fue,l and operating costs have created economic hardships for the West i
Coast tuna industry. Because tuna are highly migratory and swim through vast i
stretches of the open oceans, they are extremely difficult to locate. However, i
fishermen have known for years that tuna tend to be found where the clear, warm
blue wate:s meet the cooler, turbid green waters. In the past, finding these !
boundaries or fronts has been a costly, time-consuming endeavor. It is extremely
difficult to detect fronts from ships, but satellites equipped with ocean color and .t
infrared sensors can give fishermen and scientists the appropriate vantage point, i
The Coastal Zone Color Scanner (CZCS) measures the intensity of light that
has been reflected from the upper meters of the ocean within four narrow coior
bands. This ocean color is predominantly a function of photosynthetic pigments
in microscopic marine plants (phytoplankton) that tend to absorb blue and reflect
green light. The greater the phytoplankton abundance, the greener the water.
These variations in color can be measured quite accurately from space. The
resulting digital images can be computer-processed to yield quantitative plankton
pigment concentrations or, as in this case, can be computer-enhanced to accentuate
ocean color patterns.
The image in Figure C-4 shows gradations in ocean color off central California
with locations of albacore tuna catches superimposed. The ocean color data were
ol:tained on September 21, 1981, with the CZCS on board NASA's Nimbus-7
satellite. The CZCS data were enhanced to reveal oceanic features and shov,' a
transition from coastal waters (red, orange) to offshore rerions (blue). The
superimposed circles show the ,:ize and location of albacore tuna catches during
the period from September i9 to 24, 1981. A comparist, n of ocean color variations
with fish catch data indicates fhat most of the albacore were caught along the
seaward stde of the boundary between offshore and coastal waters.
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FIGUR'EC-4 Gradationin oceancoloroff centralC,',liforniacoastas detailedby theCoastalZone
ColorScanner(CZCS),'
ESTUARINE POLLUTION: MAPPING SUSPENDED SEDIMENT AND !
PREOICTING OIL SLICK DISPERSION AND CAPTURE BY FRONTS
In 1974-76, under a grant from the National Science Foundation, University
of Delaware scientists developed a dispersion mode_ for Delaware Bay. The two-
dimensional model gave .',:curate predictions of oil slick drift in response to
Oceanography From Space. National Aeronautics and Space Administration. NASAC:'L 400-222-
J, 1984.
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current and wind conditions, except when the oil was captured by estuarine
fronts.I° Thirty-six scenes from Landsat MSS, covering all portions of the tidal
cycle, were used to determine the behavior of the fronts in Delaware Bay. This
information was used to modify the two-dimensional oil slick drift and dispersion
model to include a three-dimension subroutine on frontal capture of oil slicks.
The predictive model helps oil clean-up crews anticipate the arrival of oil slicks
at ecologically sensitive areas of the coast. The cost of the remote sensing portion
of the study was about $70,000. Without satellite and aircraft data, the cost would
have been at least $300,000, and it would have taken twice the 2-year period to
pedOrm.
Landsat MSS was also used to study suspended sediment properties. Figure
C-5 shows a suspended sediment concentration map of Delaware Bay prepared
by computer analysis of Landsat MSS imagery of July 7, 1983 (I.D. No. 1349-
15134). The satellite data were correlated with ship and helicopter water samples
ranging in concentration from 211 mg/liter upstream from the Bay to about 6 mg/
liter at the mouth. Landsat MSS imagery has been used in similar fashion to
study fronts and the dispersion of industrial waste dumped 40 miles off the coast
of Delaware."
OCEAN DUMPING: REMOTE SENSING OF OCEAN-DUMFED
WASTE DRIFT AND DISPERSION
The University of Delaware has used Landsat MSS to study the drift and
dispersion of acid waste and sludge dumped by industry and municipalities at a
dumpsite 65 km off the coast of Delaware. The results were used as important
evidence during EPA hearings on dump permit renewal. 12
Satellites such as Landsat offer an effective means of assessing the drift and
dispersion of industrial wastes dumped on the continental shelf. This is particularly
true for the acid wastes disposed about 64 km off the Delaware coast, since these
wastes are from a sparse but optically persistent ferric flow that can be observed
by Landsat's MSS band 4 up to 2 days after dumping.
Most of the sixteen waste plumes shown by Landsat data were found to be
drifting at average rates of 0.59 km/hour (0.32 knots) to 3.39 kin/hour (1.83 knots)
into the southwest quadrant. The plumes seemed to remain above the thermoclmc,
which was observed to form from June through August at a depth ranging from
13 to 24 m. During the remainder of the year, the ocean at the test site was not
stratified, permitting wastes to mix throughout the water column to the bottom.
,oKlernas,V. Remotesensingof coastalfrontsand theireffects on oil dispersion._nternational
Journalof RemoteSensinlt,VoL 1, No. I, 1980,pp. 11-28.
" Klemas,V., M. Otley,W. Philpot,C. Wethe,R. Rogers,andN. Shah.Correlationofcoastalwater
turbidityandcurrentcirculationwithEKTS-IandSkylabImagery.Pp. 1289-1317in Proceedingsof
theNinthInternationalSymposiumon RemoteSensingof Environment,AnnArbor,Michigan,April
14-19,1974.
12Klemas,V., a.d W. D. I_illX)t.Driftanddispersionst.dies of ocean-dumpedwasteusingLandsat
imageryandcurrentdrogues,l_otogrammetricEngineeringand RemoteSensing,Vol. 47, No. 4,
1981,pp.533-542.
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The magnitudes of plume driftvelocities were compatible with thedrift velocities
of current drogues released over a 12-month period at the surface, at mid-depth,
and near the bottom. However, during the stratified warm months, more drogues
tended to move in the north-northeast direction, while during the nonstratified
winter months, a southwest direction was preferred.
Rapid movement toward shore occurs primarily during storms, particularly
nort',teasters. During such storms, however, the plume is rapidly dispersed and
diluted. The plume width was observed to increase at a rate of about 1.5 cm/
second during calm sea conditions, yet attain spread rates in excess of 4 cm/
second on days when winds reached speeds of 24 kin/hour (13 knots) to 38 km/
hour (21 knots). These results are in agreement with model estimates of plume
dilution, which indicate that by the time a waste plume moves 37 km from the
dump site, dilution is at least 1 million to one.
The cost of these investigations was about $150,000. Without Landsat data,
aircraft would have to be used to track the plumes at higher cost and with severe
limitations because of bad weather during part of the study period.
MARINETRANSPORTATION:OPTIMUM-TRACKSHIP ROUTING
Optimum-track ship routing techniques _,re used widely to minimize transit
time or fuel costs and to reduce the exposure of the ship and its cargo to severe
weather. Case studies showed that the improved analysis and forecast products
using Seasat data could further improve ship routing, producing substantial
savings in operating costs and reducing losses from cargo damage and personnel
injuries. _3Analysis of selected rerouted vessels operating in the Atlantic, North
Pacific, and Indian Oceans indicated a savings in operating costs alone of $1
million to $3 million per year.
In 1978the Queen Elizabem 2 was crossing the Atlantic along a northerly route
from England to the United States. The northern route was chosen because it
was shorter. Halfway to its destination, the QE-2 ran into a severe storm, with
waves in excess of 25 feet. It was a traumatic experience for the passengers and
crew, resulting in injuries and material damage. A subsequent analysis of Seasat
scatterometer data clearly showed the developing storm. If this information had
been available earlier, the storm encounter could have been prevented by
redirecting the QE-2 to a more southerly route.
As oil tankers and other ships are forced to take more northerly routes, ocean
ice observatTons become important to marine trans._qrtation. The image in Figure
-C-6 (top) shows a cloud-free view of the Bering Sea_'with-Alaska on the right
i"" and Siberia on the left. It was obtained by the Very High Resolution Radiometer
, (V.HRR) aboard the NOAA-4 satellite on March 21. 1976. Here, sea ice is
f characterized by a filigree of black, o_n-water "leads" separating individual ice
floes, The light-toned gray areas are e;_her thick ice or ice covered with fresh
m
19141. "- -
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FigureC-6 (Top)Cloud-free_ oftheBering_ea. withNaskl, _,_;;,_,,_ht and$1benaon the left.
(Bottom)Seuat radarplcture.°
i
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snow; medium-gray tones lack snow cover and are probably thinner; ice-free
areas are dark.
A Seasat radar picture is shown in Figure C-6 (bottom). The Synthetic Aperture
Radar (SAR) transmits a radar beam from space and then measures the surface
reflections. This image has a resolution of 25 m (80 ft) and was obtained by the
SAR aboard NASA's Seasat on October 3, 1978. It shows a region near Banks
Island in the Beaufort Sea north of Canada and covers a width cf 100 km (62
miles). The image is filled with ice floes separated either by dark areas of open-
water "leads" or very new ice. Many of the floes appear to be a patchwork of
smalle_ units, separated by light-shaded streaks.'3
GLOBAL SURFACE TEMPERATURES FOR CLIMATE STUDIES
As the sun migrates anaually between hemispheres, the atmosphere, land, and
ocean systems respond with annual temperature variations. While the atmosphere
and land experience large temperature changes in the high and mid-latitudes, the
ocean remains more constant because of the high heat capacity of water relative
to that of air and land. Without the oceans, the earth's temperature would
fluctuate radically. Thus the waters, covering 70 percent of our planet's surface,
act as a massive thermostat that moderates our global climate. Conversely, small
char,ges in ocean temperature patterns can result in dramatically altered global
weatker--for example, the phenomenon known as El Nino.
Monitoring global temperatures, especially from the oceans, has traditionally
been impe3sible because of the lack of data from many areas. Now, satellite
sensor s are used to observe month-to-month and year-to-year changes in surface
temperatures. Examples shown in Figure C-7 are images produceu 1sing data
from the High Resolution Infrared Sounder (HRIS) and the Microwave Sounding
Unit (MSU). Both of these instruments measure natural radiation emitted from
the earth's surface and atraosphere and have been flying on NOAA weather
satellites since 1979. Temperatures are on an absoh,te Kelvin scale (273°K =
32°F). Temperatures below freezing (273°K) are green and blue. Warmer tem-
peratures are red and brown)
In Figure C-7 (middle panel), Januar_ 1979, the Northern Hemisphere is
experiencing extreme cold. Siberia and most of Canada record temperatures
approaching --30°C (-22°F). In Eastern Europe and the northern United States,
temperatures are below 0°C. In the Southern Hemisphere, the people a, mid-
latitudes (3n° to 50°) are enjoying summer, with temperatures ranging from 20° to
300(2 (68° to 86°F). In the open oceans, the isotherms (or contours of equal
temperature) show deviations from their zonal patterns on the eastern and western
sides of the various oceans. Generally, in the subtropics of both hemispheres
(10° to 30° latitude), the western sides of the oceans are warmer than their eastern
counterparts, primarily because of ocean currents. An exception to this rule is
the Gulf Stream, a warm current in the western Atlantic. The current moves
along the North American continent, ,hen turns northeastward, transporting
warm waters across the Atlantic that moderate the climate of Western Europe.
'.:igure C-7 (top panel) shows that by July most areas of the Northern Hemisphere
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I
FigureC-7 Globalsurfacetemperaturesin July 1979 (toppan_l),In January1979 (middlepanel),
andtemperaturedlfferercebetweenJanuury¢,xI July (bottompanel).
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have warmed to I0° to 20°C (50° to 68°F). Equatorial Africa and India are the
hottest, in dramatic conUast to the frozen Himalayan Mountains. In the Arctic,
Greenland remains frozen, while Hudson Bay has thawed. In the Southern
Hemisphere, Antarctica is much cooler than the Arctic, and ice has formed in
the Weddell Sea. At this high latitude, zones of constant temperature are much
more zonal than in the northern oceans. Here the ocean, driven by strong westerly
winds, moves in a circular path around Antarctica from west to east.
In Figure C-7 (bottom panel), temperature differences between January and
July show that the greatest warming and cooling has occurred over land (dark
blue, brown). Marked seasonal changes of up to 30°Care sc,_nin both hemi3pheres.
In contrast, the changes in ocean temperature rarely exceed 8° to 10°C (14° to
18°F).The greatest deviations are in the mid-latitudes, while the near-equatorial
regions are quite stable. In the Northern Hem_:sphere, mid-latitude changes in
o_,eantemperature are influenced by the position of continents. The continents
divert the ocean currents and affect wind patterns. In the Southern Hemisphere,
which has half the land area of the north, changes are primarilydue to seasonal
variations in incoming solar radiation. Thus the oceans in the two hemispheres
interact in fundamentallydifferent ways with the atmosphere and land.9
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Public Law 98-365
98th Congress
July !7. 1984
An Act
To establish a system to promote the use of land remote-sensing satellite data,
and for other purposes.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House oJ Representatives of the United States
of America in Congress asse,,b!ed, That this Act may be cited as the "Land
Remote-Sensing Commercialization Act of 1984".
TITLE I---DECLARATION OF FINDINGS, PURPOSES,
AND FOLICIES
FINDINGS
S_. 101. The Congress finds and declares that-
(I) the contir'Jous civilian collection and utilization of land remote-sensing data
from space are of major benefit in managing the Earth's nat,ral resources and in
planning and conducting many other activities of economic importance;
(2) the Federal Government's experimental Landsat system has established the
United States as the world !eager in land remote-sensing technology;
(3) the national int,:,c_ of the United Stz.tes lies in maintaining international
leadership in civil remote sensing and in broadly promoting the beneficial use of
remote-sensing data;
(4) land remote sensing by the Government or private parties of the United
States affects internatiohal commitments and policies and national security
concerns of the United States;
(5) the broadest and most beneficial use of land remote-sensing data will result
from maintaining a policy of nondiscriminatory access to data; i
t
!
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(6) ccmpetitive, market-driven private sector involvemen: in land remote sensing
is in the national interest of the United States;
(7) use of land remote-sensing data has been inhibited by slow market
development and by the lack of assurance of data c,'mtinuity;
(8) the private sector, and in particular the "value-added" industry, is best
suited to develop land remote-sensing data markets;
(9) there is doubt that the private sector alone can currently develop a total
land remote-sensing system because of the high risk and large capital expenditure
involved;
(10) cooperation between the Federal Government and private industry can
help assure both data continuity and United States leadership;
(l I) the time is now appropriate to initiate such cooperation with phased
transition to a fully commercial system;
(12) such cooperation should be structured to involve the minimum practicable
amount of support and regulation by the Federal Government and the maximmn
practicable amount of competition by the private sector, while assuring continuous
availability to the Federal Government of laud remote-sensing data;
(13) certain Government oversight must be maintained to assure that private
sector activities are in the national interest and that the international commitments
and policies of the United States are honored; and
(14) there is no compelling reason to commercialize meteorological satellites
at this time
PURPOSES
Se¢. 102. The purposes of this Act are to--
(l) guide the Federal Government in achieving proper involvement of the
private sector by providing a/'ramework for phased commercialization of land
remote sensing and by assuring continuous data availability to the Federal
Government;
(2) maintain the United States worldwide leadership in civil remote sensing,
preserve its national security, anti fulfill its international obligations;
(3) minimize the duration and ah,aunt of further Federal investment necessary
to assure data continuity while achieving commercialization of civil land remote
sensing;
(4) provide for a comprehensive civilian program of research, development,
and demonstration to enhance both the United States capabilities for remole
sensing from space and the application and utilization of such capabilities; and
(5) prohibit commercialization of meteorological satellites at this time.
POLICIES
S¢¢. 103. (a) It shall be the policy of the United States to preserve its right to
acquire .nd disseminate unenhanced remote-sensing data.
(b! It shall be the policy of the United States that civilian unenhanced remote-
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sensing data be made available to all potential users on a nondiscriminatory basis
and in a manner consistent with applicable antitrust laws.
(e) It shall be the policy of the United States both to commercialize those
remote-sensing space systems that prooerly lend themselves to private sector
operation and to avoid competition by the Government with such commercial
operations, while continuing to preserve our national security, to honor our
international obli,,:::,tions, and to retain in the Government those remote-sel,sing
functions that are essentially of a public service nature.
DEFINITIONS
See. 1114.For purposes of' this Act:
(1) The term "Landsat system" means Landsats 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, and any
related ground equipment, systems, and facilities, and any successor civil land
remote-sensing space systems operated by the United States Governmept prior
to the commencement of the six-year period described in title III.
(2) The term "Secretary means the Secretary of Commerce.
(3)(A) The, .im "nondisc-iminatory bas;,," means without preference, Nazi, or
any other special arrangement (except on tLe basis of national security conce_ns
pursuant to section 607) regarding delivery, format, financing, or technical
considerations which would favor one buyer or class of buyers over another.
(B) The sale of data is made on a nondiscriminatory basis only if (i) any offer
to sell or deliver data is published in advance in such manner as will ensure that
the offer is equally available to all prospective ouyers; tii) the system operator
has not established or changed any price, policy, procedure, or other term or
condition in a manner which gives one buyer or class of buyer de facto favored
access to data; (iii) the system operator does not make unenhanced data available
to any purchaser on an exclusive basis; and (iv) in a case where a system operator
offers volume discounts, such discounts are no greater than the demonstrable
reductions in th cost of volume sales. The sale of data on a nondiscrimiaator}
basis does not I_reclude the system operator from offering discounts other than
volume discounts to the extent that such discounts are c,-nsistent with the
provisions of this paragraph.
(C) The sale of data on a nondiscriminatory basis does not requ:re (i) that
system operator disclose names of buyers or their purchases; _ ) 'hat a system
operator maintair all, or any particular subset of, data in a worki lg inveptory;
or (iii) that a system operator expend equal effort in developing all segments of
a market. .-
(4) The term "unenhanced tata" means unprocessed or minimally processed
signals or film products collected from civil remote-sensin_ space system,,. Such
minimal processing may include rectification of distortions, registrat;,on vith
respect to features of the Earth, and calibraticn of spectral response. S':ch
minimal processing tioes not include conclusions, manipulations, or calculati.,_ns
derived flora • ch s!gnals or film products or combio.ation of the signals or film
produ_ ;s with other data or information. _ ..... _ "
(5) The term "system operator" means a contractor un_lel_tirtt_l or title III ------- 4 ;
or a license holder under title IV. ""
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TITLE II--OPERATION AND DATA MARKETING OF
LANDSAT SYSTEM
OPERATION
Sec. 201. (a) The Secretary shall be responsible for--
([) the Landsat system, including the orbit, operation, and disposition of
Landsats 1.2.3.4. and 5: and
(2) provision of data to foreign ground st_tions under the terms of agreements
between the United States Government and ha'ions that eperatc such ground
stations which are in force on the date of commencement of the contract awarded
pursuant to this title.
(b) The provisions of this se ion shall not affect the Secretaly's autho ity to
contract for the operation of part or all of the Landsat system, so long :ts the
United Stales Government retains-
(I) ownership of such system:
(2) ownership of the unenhanced data: and
(3) authority to make decisions concerning operation of the system.
CONTRACT FOR MARKETING OF UNENHANCED DATA
Se¢. 202. (a) In accordance with the requirements of this title, the Secretary.
by means of a competitive prot.ess and to the extent provided in advance by
appropriation Acts, shall contract with a United States private sector party (as
defined by the Secretary) for the marketing of unenhanccd data collected by the
Landsat system. Any such contract-
(I) shall provide that the contractor set the prices of unenhanced data:
(2) may provide financial arrangements betw_ _ , the Secretary and the contractor
including fees for operating the system, pay'-:..._ ,_by the contractor as an initial
fee or as a percentage of sales receipts, or other such considerations:
i (3) shall provide that the contractor will offer to sell and deliver unenhanced
data to all pot_ntial buyers on a nondiscriminatory basis:
(4) shall provide that the contractor pay to the United States Government the
full purchase price of any unenhanced data that the contractor elects to utilize
for purposes other than sale:
(5) shall be entered into by the Secretary only if the Secretary has determined
that such contract is likely zo result in net cost savings for the United States
Government: and
(6) may be reawarded competitively after the practical demise of the space
segment of the Landsat system as the contractor finds necessary for commercial
operations.
(b) Any contract authorized by subsection (a) may specify that the corttractor
use, and. at his own expense, maintain, repair, or mt,_ify, such elements of the
Landsat system as the contractor finds necessa y for commercial operations.
(c) Any decision or proposed decision by the Secretary to enter into any such
contract shall be tr _ ,smitted to the Committee on Commerce. Science. and
Transportation of the Senate and the Committee on Science and Technology of
the House of Representatives for their review. No such decision or proposed
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decision shall be implemented unless (A} a period of thirty calendar days has
passed after the receipt by each such committee of such transmittal, or (B} each
such committee before the expiration of such period has agreed to transmit and
has transmitted to the Secretary written notice to the effect that such committee
has no objection to the decision or pzoposed decision. As part of the transmittal.
the Secretary shall include informafion on the terms of the contract described in
subsection (a).
(d) In defining "United States private sector party" for purposes of this Act,
the Secretary may take into account the citizenship of key personnel, location of
assets, foreign ownership, control, influence, and other such factors.
CONDITIONS OF CO_PETITION FOR CONTRACT
Sec. 203. (a) The Secretary sha'.l, as part of the advertisement for the competition
for the contract authorized by section 202. identify and publish the international
obligations, national securit) concerns (with appropriate protection of sensitive
information), domestic h;gal considerations, and any other standards or conditions
which a private contractor shali be required to meet.
(b) In selecting a contractor under this title, the Secretary shall consider-
(l) ability to market aggressively unenhanced data:
(2) the best overall financial return to the Government, including the potential
cost savings to the Government that are likely to result from the contract:
(3) ability to meet the obligations, concerns, considerations, standards, and
conditions identified under subsection (a):
(4) technical competence, including the ability to assure continuous and timely
delivery of data from the Landsat system:
(5) ability to effect a smooth transition with the contractor selected under title
III: and
(6) such other factors as the Secretary deems appropriate and relevanl.
(c) If, as a result of the competitive process required by section 202(a), the
Secretary receives no proposal which is acceptable under the provisions of this
title, the Secretary shall so certify and fully report such finding to the Congress,
As soon as practicable but not later than thirt/ days after so certifying and
reporting, the Secretary shall reopen the competitive process. The period for the
subsequent competitive process shall r,ot exceed one hundred and twenty days.
If, after such subsequent competitive process, the Secretary receives no proposal
which is acceptable under the provisions of this title, the Secretary shall so certify
and fully report such finding to the Congress. In the event that no acceptable
proposal is received, the Secretary shall continue to market data from the Landsat
system.
(d) A contract awarded under _.'ction 202 may, in the discretion of the Secretary,
be combined with the contract required by title lil, pursuaut to section 304(b).
SALE OF DATA
See. 204. (a) After the date of the commencement of the contract described in
section 202(a), the contractor shall be entitled to revenues from sales of copies
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of data from the Landsat system, subject to the conditions specified in sections
601 and 602.
(b) The contractor may continue to market data previously generated by the
Laud_at _y_tcm after the demise of the space segment of that system.
FOREIGN GROUND STATIONS
See. 205. (a) The contract under this title shall provide that the contractor shall
act as the agent of the Secretary by continuing to supply uncnhanced data to
foreign ground stations for the life, and according to the terms, of those agreements
between the United States Government and such foreign ground stations that are
in force on the date of the commencement of the contract.
(b) Upon the expiration of such agreements, or in the case of foreign ground
statiGns that have no agreement with the United States on the date of commence-
ment of the contract, the contract shall provide-
(1) that unenhanced data from the Landsat system shall be made available to
foreign ground stations only by the contractor: and
(2) that such data shall be made available on a nondiscriminatory basis.
TITLE Ill--PROVISION OF DATA CONTINUITY AFTER
THE LANDSAT SYSTEM
PURPOSES AND DEFINITION
See. 301. (a) It is the purpose of this title-
(l) to provide, in an orderly manner and with minimal risk, for a transition
from Covernment operation to private, commercial operation of civil land remote-
sensing syotems; and
(2) to provide data continuity for six years after the practical demise of the
space segment of the Landsat system.
(b) For purposes of this title, the term "'data continuity" means the continued
availability of unenhanced data-
(l) including data which are from the point of view of a data user-
(A) functionally equivalent to the multispectral data generated by the Landsat
! and 2 satellites; and
(B) compatible with such data and with equipment used to receive and process
such data; and
(2) at an annual volume at least equal to the Federal usage during fiscal year
1983.
(e) Data continuity may be provided using whatever technologies are available.
DATA CONTINUITY AND AVAILAE LITY
See. 302. The Secretary shall solicit proposals from United States private sector
parties (as defined by the Secretary pursuant to section 202) for a contract for
the development and operation of a remote-sensing space system capable of
providing data continuity for a period of six years and for marketing unenhanced
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data in accordance with the provisions of sections 601 and 602. Such proposals.
at a minimum, shall specify-
(l) the quantities and qualities of unenhanced da,a expected from the system;
(2) the projected date upon which operations could begin:
(3) the number of satellites to be construct,:d and their expected lifetimes:
(4) any need for Federal funding to develop the system:
(5) any percentage of sales receipts or other returns offered to the Federal
Government:
(6) plans for expanding the market for land remote-sensing data: and
(7) the proposed procedures for meeting the national security concerns and
international obligations of the United States in accordance with section 607.
AWARDING OF THE CONTRACT
See. 303. (a)(1) In accordance acith the requirements of this title, the Secretary
shall evaluate the proposals described in section 302 and. by means of a competitive
process and to the extent provided in advance by appropriation Acts, shall
contract with the United States private sector party for the capability of providing
data continuity for a period of six years and for marketing unenhanced data.
(2) Before commencing space operations the contractor shall obtain a license
under title IV.
(b) As part of the evaluation described in subsection (a), the Secretary shall
analyze the expected outcome of each proposal in terms of-
(l) the net cost to the Federal Government of developing the recommended
system:
(2) the technical competence and financial condition of the contractor:
(3) the availability of such data after the expected termination of the I,andsat
system:
(4) the quantities and qualities of data to be generated by the recommended
system:
(5) the contractor's ability to supplement the requirement for data continuity
by adding, at the contractor's expense, remote-sensing capabilities which maintain
United States leadership in remote sensing:
(6) the potential to expand the market for data:
(7) expected returns to the Federal Government based on any percentage of
data sales or other such financial consideration offered to the Federal Government
in accordance with section 305;
(8) the commercial viability of the proposal:
(9) the proposed procedures for satisfying _,henational security concerns and
international obligations of the United States:
(10) the contractor's ability to effect a smooth transition with any contractor
selected under title II; and
(11) such other factors as the Secretary deems appropriate and relevant.
(e) Any decision or proposed decision by the Secretary to enter into any such
contract shall be transmitted to the Committee on Commerce, Science, and _
Transportation of the Senate and the Committee on Science and Technology of i
the House of Representatives for their review. No such decision or proposed {
__t
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decis;on shall be implemented unless (I) a period of thirty calendar days h_s
passed after the receipt by each such committee of such ;.ransmittal, or (2) each
such committee before the expiration of such period has agreed to transmit and
has transmitted to the Secretary written notice to the effect that such committee
has no objection to the dec!sion or proposed decision. As part of the transmittal.
the Secretary shall include the information specified in subsection (a).
(d) If, as a result of the competitive process required by this section, the
Secretary receives no proposal which is acceptable under the provisions of this
title, the Secretary shall so, certify and fully report such finding to the Congress.
As soon as practicable but not later than thirty days after so certifying and
reporting, the Secretary shall reopen the competitive process. The period for the
subsequent competitive process shall not exceed one hundred and eighty days.
If, after such subsequent competitive process, the Secretary receives no proposal
which is acceptable under the provisions of this title, the Secretary shall so certify
and fully report such finding to the Congress. Not earlier than ninety days after
such certification and report, the Secretary may assure data continuity by
procurement and operation by the Federal Government of the necessary systems,
to the extent provided in advance by appropriation Acts.
TERMS OF CONTRACT
See. 304. (a) Any contract entered into pursuant to this title-
(I) shall be entered into as soon as practicable, allowing for the competitive
procurement process required by this title:
(2) shall, in accordance with criteria determined and published by the Secretary,
reasonably assure data continuity for a period of six years, beginning as •
practicable in order to minimize any interruption of data availability:
(3) shall provide that the contractor will offer to sell and deliver unenhanced
data to all potential buyers on a nondiscriminatory basis:
(4) shall not provide a guarantee of data purchases from the contractor by he
Federal Government:
(5) may provide that the contractor utilize, on a space-available basis, a civilian
United States Government satellite or vehicle as a platform for a civil land remote-
sensing space system, if-
(A) the contractor agrees to re!mburse the Government immediately for all
related costs incurred with respect to such utilization, including a reasonable and
proportionate share of fixed, platform, data transmission, and launch costs: and
(B) such utilization would not interfere with or otherwise compromise intendeu
civilian Government missions, as determined by the agency responsible for the
civilian platform: and
(6) may provide financial support by the United States Government, for a
portion of the capital costs required to provide data continuity for a period of six
years, in the form of loans, loan guarantees, or payments pursuant to section 305
of the Federal Property and Administrative Services Act of 1949 (41 U.S.C. 255.)
(b)(l) Without regard to whether any contract entered into under this title is
combined with a contract under title It, the Secretary shall promptly determine
whether the contract entered into under this title reasonably effectuates the
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purposes and policies of title II. Such determination shall be submitted to the
President and the Congress, together with ;t full statement of the basis for such
determination.
(2) If the Secretary determines that such contract does not reasonably effectuate
the requirements of title I1, the Secretary shall promptly carry out the provisions
of such title to the extent provided in advance in appropriations Acts.
MARKETING
See. 305.(a) In order to promote aggressi,,e marketing of land remote-sensing
data, any contract entered into pursuant to this title may provide that the
percentage of sales paid by the contractor to the Federal Government sh;:ll
decrease according to stipulated increases in sales levels.
(b) After the six-year period described in section 304(a)(2), the contractor may
continue to sell data. If licensed under title IV, the contractor may continue to
operate a civil remote-sensing space system.
REPORT
Sec. 306. Two years after the date of the commencement of the six-y_,,,r period
described in section 304(a)(2). the Secretary shall report to the President and to
the Congress on the progress of the transition to fully private financing, ownership,
and operation of remote-sensing space systems, together with any recommen-
dations for actions, including actions necessary to ensure United States leadership
in civilian land remote sensing from space.
TERMINATION OF AUTHORITY
See. 307. The authority granted to the Secretary by this title shall terminate
ten years after the date of enactment of this Act.
TITLE IV--LICENSING OF PRIVATE REMOTE-SENSIN_
SPACE SYSTEMS
GENERAL AUTHORITY
See, 401. (a)(I) In consultation with other appropriate Federal agencies, the
Secretary is authorized to license private sector parties to operate private remote-
sensing space systems for such period as the Secretary may specify and in
accordance with the provisions of this title.
(2) In the case of a private space system that is used for remote sensing and
other purposes, the authority of the Secretary under this title shall be limited
only to the remote-scnsing operations of such space system.
(b) No license shall be granted by the Secretary unless the Secretary determines
in writing that the applicant will comply with the requirements of this Act, any
regulations issued pursuant to this Act, and any applicable international obligations
and national security concerns of the United States.
J
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(C)The Secretary shall review any application and make a detcrmir tion thereon
within one hundred and twenty days of the receipt of such app:,.ation. If final
action has not occurred within such time, the Secretary shall inform the appBcant
of any penu,ng issues and of actions requnred to resolve them.
(cl) The Secretary shall not deny such license in order to protect any existing
licensee from competition.
CONDIT;ONS FOR OPERATION
Se¢. 402. (a) No person who is subject to the jurisdiction or control of the
United States may, directly or through any subsidiary or affiliate, operate any
private remote-sensing space system without a license pursuant to section 401.
(b) Any license issued pursuant to this title shall specify, at a minimum, that
the licensee shall comply with all of the requirements of this Act and shall-
(I) operate the system in such manner as to preserve and promote the national
security of the United States and to observe and irlplement the international
obligations of the United States in accordance with section 607;
(2) make unenhanced data available to all potential users on a nondiscriminatory
basis;
(3) upon termination of operations under the license, make disposition of any
satellites in space in a manner satisfactory to the President;
(4) promptly make available all unenhanced data which the Secretary may
request pursuant to section 602;
(5) furnish the Secretary with complete orbit and data collection characteristics
of the system, obtain advance approval of any intended deviation from such
characteristics, and inform the Secretary immediately of any unintended deviation;
(6) notify the Secretary of any agreement the licensee intends to enter with a
foreign nation, entity, or consortium involving foreign nations or entities;
(7) permit the inspection by the Secretary of the licensee's equipment, facilities,
and financial records;
(8) surrender the license and terminate operations upon notification by the
Secretary pursuant to section 403(a)(1); and
(9)(A,) notify the Secretary of any "value added" activities (as defined by the
Secretary by regulation) that will be conducted by the licensee or by a subsidiary
or affiliate; and
(B) if such activities are to be conducted, provide the Secretary with a plan
for compliance with the provisions of this Act concernir.g nondiscriminatory
access.
ADMINISTRATIVE AUTHORITY OF THE SECRET,6.RY
Sec. 403.(a) In order to carry out the responsibilities specified in this title, the
Secretary may--
(1) grant, terminate, modify, condition, transfer, or suspend licenses under this
title, and upon notification of the licensee may terminate licensed operations on
an immediate basis, if the Secretary determines that the licensee has substantially
failed to comply with any provision of this Act, with any regulation issued under
i,
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this Act, with any terms, conditions, or restrictions of such license, or wi:h any
international obligations or national security concerns of the United States:
(2) inspect the equipment, facilities, or financial records of any licensee unde[
this title:
(3) provide penalties for noncompliance with the requirements of licenses or
regulations issued under this title, including civil penalties not to exceed $10,000
(each day of operation in violation of such licenses or regulations constituting a
separate "'iolat ion):
(4) compromise, modify, or remit any such civil penalty:
(5) issue subpenas for any materials, documents, or records, or for the attendance
and testimony of witnesses fo_ the purpose of conducting a hearing under this
section:
(6) seize any object, record, or report where there is probable cause ;.o believe
that such object, record, or report was used. is being used, or is likely to be used
in violation of this Act or the requirement of a license or regulation issued
thereunder; and
(7) make investigations and inquiries and administer to or take from any person
an oath, affirmation, or affidavit concerning any matter relating to t._eenforcement
of this Act.
(b) Any applicant or licensee who makes a timely request for review of an
adverse action pursuant to subsection (a)(i), (a)(3), or (a)(6) shall be entitled to
adjudication by the Secretary on the record after an opportunity for an agency
hearing with respect to such adverse action. Any final action by the Secretary
under this subsection shall be subject to judicial review under chapter 7 of title
5, United States Code.
REGULATORY AUTHORITY OF THE SECRETARY
Sec, 404. The Secreta_: :ay issue regulations to carry out the provisions of
this title. Such regulations shall be promulgated only after public notice and
comment in accordance with the provisions of section 553 of title 5. United States
Code.
AGENCY ACTIVITIES
Sec. 405. (a) A private sector party may apply for a license to operate a private
remote-sensing space system which utilizes, on a space-available basis, a civilian
United States Government satellite or vehicle as a platform for such system. The
Secretary, pursuant to the authorities of this lille, may license such system if it
meets all conditions of this title and--
(I) the system operator agcees to reimburse the Government immediately for
all related costs incurred with respect to such utilization, including a reasonable
and proportionate share of fixed, platform, data transmission, and launch costs:
and
(2) such utilization would not interfere with or otherwise compromise intended
civilian Government missions, as determined by the agency responsible for such
civilian platform.
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(b) The Secretary may otter assistance to private sector parties in finding
appropriate opportunities for such utilization.
(e) To the extent provided in advance by appropriation Acts, any Federal
agency may enter intt, dg_eements for such utilization fl such agreements are
consistent with such agency's mission and statutory authority, and if such remote-
sensing space system is licensed by the Secretary before commencing operation.
(d) The provisions of this section do not apply to activities carried out under
title V.
{e) Nothing in this title shall affect the authority of the Federal Communications
Commission pursuant Io the Communications Act of 1934, as amended 147 U,S.C.
151 el seq.).
TERMINATION
See. 406. If, five years after the expiration of the six-year period described in
secti,m 304(a)(2), no private sector party has been licensed and continued in
operation under the provisions of this title, the authority of this title shall
terminate.
TITL[ EV--RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
CONTINUED FEDERAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
See. _Oi. (a)(ll The Administrator of the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration _s directed to continue and to enhance such Administration's
program of remote-sensing research and development.
(2) The Administrator is authorized and encouraged tt_---
(A) conduct experimental space remote-sensing programs , ncluding applica-
tions demonstration programs and basic research at universities);
(B) develo,n remote-sensing technologies and techniques, including those needed
for monitoring the Earth and its environment: and
(C) conduct such rese_rch and development in cooperation with other Federal
agencies and with public and private research entities (including private industry,
universities, State and local governments, and international organizations) and
to enter into arrangements (including joint ventures) which will tk)ster such
cooperation.
(b)(I) The Secretary is directed to conduct a continuing program of--
(A) research in applications of remote-sensing;
(B) monitoring of the Earth and its environment: and
(C) development of technology for such monitoring.
(2) Such program may include support of basic research at universities and
demonstrations of applications.
(3) The Secretary is authorized and encouraged to conduct such research,
monitoring, and development in ct)operation with other Federal agencies and
with public and private research entities (including private industry, universities,
State and local governments, foreign governments, and international organiza-
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lions) and to enter into arrangements (includin_ joint ventures) which will fo" :er
such cooperation.
(cj(I) In order to enhance the United States ability to manage and utilize its
renewable and nonrenewable resources, lhc Secretary of Agriculture and the
Secretary of the Interior are authorized and encouraged Io conduct programs of
research and development in the applications of remote sensing using funds
appropria:ed for such purposes.
(2) Such programs may include basic research at universities, demonstrations
of applications, and cooperative activities involving other Government agencies,
private sector parties, and foreign and international organizations.
(d) Other Federal agencies are authorized and encouraged to conduct research
and development on the use of remole sensing in fulfillment of their authorized
missions, using funds appropriated for such purposes.
(e) The Secretary and the Administrator of the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration shall, within one year after the date o" enactment of this Act and
biennially thereafter, jointly develof and transmit to the Congress a report which
includes (1) a unified national plan for remote-sensing research and developmenl
applied to the Earlh and its atmosphere: (2) a compilation of progress in the
relevant ongoing research and development activities of lhe Federal agencies:
and (3) an assessment of the state of our knowledge of the Earth and its
atmosphere, the needs for additional research (including research related to
operational Federal remole-sensing space programs), and opportunities available
for furlher progress.
USE OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA
Sec. 502. Data gathered in Federal experimental remote-sensing space programs
may be used in related research and developmenl programs funded by the Federal
Governmenl (including applications programs) and cooperative research pro-
grams, but not for commercial uses or in competilit;n wilh private sector act; ,ilies,
_:._cept pursuant to section 503.
SALE OF E:XPERIMENTAL DATA
See. 503. l)ala gathered in Federal experimental remote-sensing space programs
may be sold en bloc through a compelilive process (consislenl with national
security inleresls and inlernalional obligations of the United States and in
accordance with section 6t17) to any United Slate,, entily which will markel lhc
data on a nondiscriminatory basis.
TITLE VI--GENERAL PROVISIONS
NONDISCRIMINATOF'V DATA AVAILABILITY
Sec. 601.(a) Any uncnhanced data generated by any system operator under the
provisions of this Act shall be made available to all users on a nondi.,:criminalory
basis in accordance with the requirements of Ibis Acl.
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(hi Any system operator shall make publicly available the prices, policies,
procedures, and other terms and conditions (hut, in accordance with section
104(3)(CL not necessarily the names of buyers or their purchases) upon which
che operator will sell such data.
ARCHIVING OF DATA
Sec. 602. (a) It is in the public interest fl_r the United States Government--
( I _to maintain an archive of land remote-sensing data for historical. :=ientific,
and technical purposes, including long-term global environmental monitoring:
(2) to control the contenl an ,_ ',cope of the archive: and
(3) to assure the quality, integrity, and continuity of the archive.
(b_ The Secretary shall provide for long-term storage, maintenance, and
upgrading of a basic, gh:hal, land remote-sensing data set (hereinafter referred
to as the "'basic data set") and shall follow reasonable archival practices to
assme proper storage and Frcservation of the basic data set and timely access
for parties requesting data. The basic data set which the Secretary assembles in
the Government archive shall remain distinct from any inventory of data which
a system operator may mainlain for sales and tot other purposes.
(c) In determining the initial content of. or in upgrading, the basic data set. the
Secretary shall-
[I) use as a baseline the data archived on the dale of the enactment of this
Act:
(2) take into account fllture technical and _,cientific developments and needs:
(3) consult with and seek the advice of users and producers of remote-sensing
data and data products:
(41 consider the need for data which may be duplicative in terms of geographk:al
coverage but which differ in terms of season, spectral bands, resolution, or other
relevant factors:
151include, as the Secretary considers appropriate, unenhanced data generated
either by the l,andsat system, pursuant to title 111.or by licensees under title IV:
(6) include, as the Secretary considers appropriate, data collected by foreign
grou.:d _t,dions or by foreign remote-sensing space systems: and
(7) ensure that the content of the archive is developed in accordance with
section 607.
(d) Subject to the availability of "lppropriations, the Secretary shall request
data needed for the basic data set and pay to the providing system operator
reasonable costs for reproduction and transmission. A system operator shad
promptly make requested dala available in a form suitable for processing for
archiving.
(el Any system operator shall have the exclusive right to sell all d;lta Ihat the
operator provides to the United Stales remol_.-sensing data archive for a period
to be determined by the Secretary but not to exceed ten years from the dale the
data are sensed. In the case of data generated from the l,',mdsat system prior to
the imph'mentation of the contract described in section 2(}2{aL any conlractor
selected pursuant to sectmn 202 shall have the exclusive right to market such
data on behalf of the United States Government for the duration of such contract.
s
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A "_y'denl opcr;llor rilcl+_relinqui<,h lhc cxclti,+lvc rl.<_,htand c{m,.cnI to di',u-ihull{,t_
from the archive before the period of cxclu,_i\'c righl ha,_ {.",pircd by l¢]minai:ng
the offur t{} '_cll parti'..+ular d{i[il.
if} ,4lll.'r llGo cxplralioil o| <_uchcxclu_+ivc righi 1o sell. or allcr r¢iinqui_hniL'ni
o,t" ,,uch ri_:ht, the dala p,rovidod to the United SlalC_, rcnio!c'-<_cnMn_ data ;ilthivt2
<,hall bc in the public domain and ,,hall he made avclilclb!c 1o rccltlc',+lin _ p+ttrtic\
ny the Secretary ;.it prices reflectingrea,,onnhlcco,.,t,,{}I l-¢prtid[Icliti[1 and
Iransmittal.
{I_}In carrying{}u!the hlnction',{}f!his,,cction.the Scci'-ct,ttr_,,hail.t,,}the
extentpracticablePnd a,,provid'..dinadvance b,,',tppr{}prialionAct,,.u,,ccxi',iihg
(.iovcrnmenlfacilities.
NONREPRODUCTION
See. 603. l_nenhancod dala di,,tributed h+v an,, x),+tcn] {}pcrator under the
provi_ion_ of lhJ_ Act m[iv bc '+old on the condition lhai ,+tick data v+ill not h"
reproduced or disseminated by the purcha',.cr.
REIMBURSEMENT FOR ASSISTANCE
gee. 604. The Admini,+trator of the National Aeronautic', and Space Admini`+-
trati,.m, the Secretary _}1"[)el'_nse and thP head', of other Federal agcncie,_ ma_
provide assistance to ,_v,,tem operator', un{ler the prm,'i,+ion _ olthi,_ ,Act. Suh,_tantial
a_,i,>tancc shall bc reimbursed IT the opcralor, except a,_othcrv¢i,_c provided b_
law.
!
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spectrum for nongovernmental use. Nothing in this section shall preclude the
ability of the Commission to allocate additional spectrum to commercial land
remote-sensing space satellite sys' :m use,
(b) "I'o the extent required by the Communication,'; Act of 1934, as amended
(47 U.S.C. 151 et seq.), an application shall be filed with the Federal Commu-
nications Commission for any radio facilities involved with the commercial
remote-sensing space ,,,/stem,
,: (e) It is the intent of Congress that the Federal Communications Commission
: complete the radio licensing process under the Communications Act of 1934, as
I amended (47 U.S.C. 151 et seq.), upon the applic_(ion of any private sector party
or consortium operator _f m,y commercial land remote-sensing space system
t subject lo this Act, within one hundred and twenty days of the receipt of an
" application ft,- such licensing. If final action has not occurred within one hundred
and twenty days of the receipt of such an application, the Federal Communications
Commission shall inform the applicant of any pending issues and of actions
required to resolve them.
(d) Authority shall not be required from the Federal Communications Com-
mission for the development and construction of any United Slates land remote-
sensing space system (or component thereof), other than radio transmitting
facilities or components, while any licensing determination is being made.
(e) Frequency allocations made pursuant to this section by the Federal
Communications Commission shall be consistent with international obligations
and with the public interest.
CONSULTATION
Sec. 607. (a) The Secretary shall consult with the Secretary of Defense on all
matters under this Act affecting national security, The Secretary of Defense shall
be responsible for determining those conditions, consistent with this Act,
necessary to meet national security concerns of the United States and for notifying
the Secretary promptly of such conditions,
(b)(l) The Secretary shall consult with the Secretary of Slate on all matters
under this Act affecting international obligations. The Secretary of State shall be
responsible for determining those conditions, consistent with this Act, necessary
to meet international obligations and policies of the United States and for notifying
the Secretary promptly of such conditions.
(2) Appropriate Federal agencie:i are authorized and encouraged to provide
remote-sensing data, technology, and training to developing nations as a com-
ponent of programs of international aid.
(3) The Secretary of State shall promptly report to the Secretary any instances
outside the United States of discriminatory distribution of data.
(e) If, as a result of technical modifications imposed on a system operator on
the basis of national security concerns, the Secretary, in consultation with the
Secretary of Defense or with other Federal agencies, determines that additional
costs will be incurred by the system operator, or that past development costs
(including the cost of capital) will not be recovered by the system operator, the
Secretary may require the agency or agencies requesting such technical modifi-
-j
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cations to reimburse the system operator for such additional or development
costs, but not for anlicipated profits. Reimbursements may cover costs associated
with required changes in system performance, but not costs ordinarily associated
with doing business abroad.
AMENDMENT TO NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE
ADMINISTRATION AUTHORIZATION, 1983
Sec. 608. Subsection (a) of section 201 of the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration Authorization Act, 1983 (Public Law 97-324:96 Stat. 1601) is
amended to read as follows:
"(a) The Secretary of Commerce is authorized to plan and provide for the
management and operation of civil remote-sensing space systems, which may
include the Landsat 4 and 5 satellites and associated ground system equipment
transferred from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration; to provide
for user fees; and to plan for the transfer of the operation of civil remote-sensing
space systems to the private _ector when in the national interest."
AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS
See. 609 (a) There are authorized to be appropriated to the Secretary $75,000,000
for fiscal tear 1985 for the purpose of carrying out the provisions of this Act.
Such sums shall remain available until expe,_ded, but shall not become available
until the time periods specified in sections 202(c) and 303(c) have expired.
(b) The authorization provided for under subsection (a) shall be in addition to
moneys authorized pursuant to title I1 of the National Aerenautics and Space
Administration Authorization Act, 1983.
TITLE VII--PROHIBITION OF COMMERCIALIZATION OF
WEATHER SATELLITES
See. 701. Neither the President nor any other official of the Government shall
make any effort to lease, sell, or transfer to the private sector, commercialize,
or in any way dismantle any portion of the weather satellite systems operated by
the Department of Commerce or any successor agency.
FUTURE CONSIDERATIONS
Sec. 702. Regardless of any change in circumstances subsequent to the enactment
of this Act, even if such change makes it appear to be in the national interest to
commercialize weather satellites, neither the President nor any official shall lake
any action prohibited by section 701 unless this title has first been repealed.
Approved July 17, 1984.
"I
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